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INTRODUCTION 
Habitat Evaluation Procedures (HEP) was developed by the U.S. Fish and WJ1dlife Service 
(1980) as a method to rate habitat quality and quantity and measure the impacts of changes made 
. to land and water resources through development projects. Recognized as one method of 
accounting for the values of fIsh and wildlife and their habitats, HEP is a complex of strategies, 
formulas, and techniques designed to incorporate basic ecological concepts into project planning, 
impact assessment, mitigation, and habitat management. HEP guides the inveetigator through a 
current (baseline) appraisal of wildlife habitat with a main objective being to predict the future 
value of that habitat by determining positive and negative impacts to the wildlife community 
through natural and man-made changee. 
HEP is based on ecological principles, assuming that the suitability (quality) of a species' 
habitat can be described by a set of meaSurable habitat variables (e.g., food, shelter, reproductive 
cover, ete.) that are essential to the welfare of the species. These measurements (ratings) of 
habitat suitability are expressed numerically through a Habitat Suitability Index (HSI); ranging 
from 0.0 to 1.0; these ratings indicate the degree of habitat suitability for a particular species when 
compared to OPTIMUM (l.O=most favorable) habitat. The overall value of any given area is 
expressed in habitat units (HUs), a product of the size of the area times the quality (HSI) of the 
area. One HU is equal to a unit of area that has OPTIMUM value to the species of concern. 
Passage of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in 1969 required all federal 
agencies and state agencies receiving federal aid to employ systematic and interdisciplinary 
techniques in planning and decision making. In IllillC)is, representatives from land and water 
resource management and research agencies have used HEP studies as one tool to aid in the 
assessment of impacts to f18h and wildlife due to a variety of construction projects. More recently, 
HEP studies have been aided by personal computer programs: HEP Accounting Software (Version 
2.2, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) and Habitat Suitability Modeling Software (Micro-HSI, U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service). Used in combination with the Geographic Information System (GIS) 
software and ARCIINFO at the Illinois Natural HistOry Survey, the PC-generated HEP data can be 
very accurately qilantifIed and illustrated (Illinois Natural History Survey Reports 281-282, 
November - December, 1988). 
When surveyed for their perceptions and attitudes about HEP, wildlife professionals in the 
United States viewed the procedure as a valuable tool in wildlife resource management (Cole and 
. LeFebvre 1989). However, the questionnaire also documented some shorteomirigs of the method. 
For example, extensive formal training is usually required and because HEP is data intensive, 
much time is needed to collect and analyze habitat variables. This is especially true if an analysis 
combining terrestrial and aquatic habitat values is· required (e.g., reservoir construction). Models 
that determine habitat suitability for game species are common, but most biologists surveyed felt 
that adequate data are not available for building models for most non-game species. The survey 
further indicatectthat models should be modifIed and subsequently field verifIed (tested) for local 
conditions to improve their applicability. Despite these potential problems, HEP was recognized as 
an accurate evaluation technique for f18h and wildlife resources that can be used in many locations 
under varying circumstances.· . 
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General Considerations/Assumptions in HEP Applications 
Evaluation Species Models 
Life requisite models for animals chosen as evaluation species are used in HEP to 
determine the quality of habitat in the Habitat Unit (HU) calculatiol18. The Habitat Suitability 
Index (HSI) is a ratio determined by comparing a value of interest to some standard (e.g., 
comparing existing fIsh and wildlife habitat conditions within Brush and Horse creeks of the 
proposed Hunter Lake Project Area to optimum habitat conditions for the species being evaluated). 
Species models are abstractions of reality that allow the investigator to synthesize habitat 
information. The qualitative relationship between model outputs and the species of interest is 
defined by specifying the standard of comparison to be used in the model; however, this 
relationship is often difficult to derme. The quantitative relationship between the model output 
and the standard of comparison is often assumed to be linear in the ab8ence of any compelling 
data to suggest otherwise. In HEP, a linear relationship between model outputs and the standard 
of comparison is required for comparison of future conditions for project alternatives and 
development of compensation plans. The selection of evaluation species during the Hunter Lake 
HEP study is discussed in detail in a later section of this report. . 
Relationships of Species Model Variables to Habitat Suitability 
Variables used in species models were selected to represent critical aspects of the habitat 
needed by that species (i.e. limiting factor concept of habitat requirements). For example, 
adequate hard mast supplies are required for Sciurus carolinensia (gray squirrel) adult survival 
during fall and winter. Therefore, the hard mast abundance variable (expressed as percent tree 
canopy closure of hard mast producing trees) in the gray squirrel model is a measurement of the 
value (suitability) of that habitat to gray squirrels; this variable also expresses the value of hard 
mast production to other species through association. This relationship of model variables to 
measurements of habitat suitability should be used to describe expected habitat suitability across 
the range of the variable presented in such a way that field measurements can be converted 
directly to an index of suitability (HSI) ranging from 0.0 (no suitability) to 1.0 (optimum 
suitability). 
, I 
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 
Defini.ng Study Limits 
The "HEP study area" boundaries encompassed a 3,117 ha (7,703 ac) area synonymous 
with the area termed "project area" by Springfield City Water, Light and Power (Figure 1). The 
folloWing parameters and definitions apply to this study: 
Study Area - same as the area defined as Project Area above: 
Terrestrial Area 1,777 ha (4,392 ac) 
+ 
Inundated Area 1.340 ha (3.311 ac) 
Total Study Area 3,117 ha (7,703 ae) 
Riverine Area - the length [48,683 m (159,721 ft» or area [14.6 ha (36 ac)] of Horse and Brush 
creeks and their tributaries within the study area 
Lake Area - that area [1,340 ha (3,311 ac)] inundated with a normal pool elevation of 571 ft MSL 
Marginal Area - all City-owned, non-inundated land in the project area 
Lake Perimeter - the length [152 km (94.6 mil] of shoreline 
Littoral Area - that area [330 ha (816.ac)] of the proJ>.OBed lake area that is ~2 m ~6.6 ft) deep 
and is expected to contaIn rooted aquatIc m~croph~ and other aquatic plant 
species used as food or cover by fishes. (ThIS area 18 also used by herons for feeding 
and for brood-rearing by wood ducks.) 
Lacustrine Area - that area [925 ha (2286 ac)] of the proposed lake area that is :::.6 m ~19. 7 ft) 
deep 
Land Cover and Vegetation Mapping 
Habitat cover types were considered to be an area of land or water with similar physical, 
chemical, and biological characteristics that met a described standard of hOlllogeneity. Image 
processing of SPOT satellite data (Iverson et 01. 1992) revealed that 1,551 ha (3,832 ac) or 50% of 
the entire project area was cropland, 442 ha (1,091 ac) was grassland, 13 ha (32 ac) was covered by 
streams, farm ponds, or other surface water bodies, 731 ha (1,807 ac) Was floodplain forest, and 
381 ha (941 ae) was covered by upland foreets (Figure 2; Table 1). Iverson et 01. (1992) subdivided 
the floodplain and upland forests into densely forested (30 to GO-year age class), less densely 
forested «30-year age class), and forest edge «30-year age class) ba~ On their spectral 
characterizations (Figure 3). Transitioll8 in land cover composition due to construction of the 
proposed reservoir are illustrated in Figure 4. . 
Additional descriptions of cover types (habitats) and their vegetational characteristics are provided 
in later sections of this report. 
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Table 1.	 Cover type data for the Hunter Lake HEP study area, Sangamon 
County, Illinois (modified from Iverson et 01. 1992; image 
processing of SPOT satellite data). 
COVER PROJECT AREA AREA INUNDATED 
TYPE (ac) (ha) (%) (ac) (ha) (%) 
Cropland 3832 1551 49.8 1237 501 37.4 
Graasland 1091 442 14.2 348 141 10.5 
Urban 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 32 13 0.4 20 8 0.6 
Floodplain, dense 1285 520 16.7 1110 449 33.5 
Floodplain, low density 247 100 3.2 210 85 6.3 
Floodplain, forest edge 275 111 3.6 238 96 7.2 
Upland, dense 454 184 5.9 76 31 2.3 
Upland, low density 181 73 2.4 33 13 1.0 
Upland, forest edge 306 124 4.0 39 16 1.2
-

I,	 TOTAL 7703 3117 100.0 3311 1340 100.0 
Stream Habitats within the'Project Area 
Horse and Brush creeks are typical of streams flowing through heavily agriculturaHzed 
regions of central IllinoiS (Wileyet 01. 1990). They are extremely silty and usually retain little of 
the exposed gravel and sand substrate that characterized them prior to the development of 
agriculture. The composition of fisheries in Horse and Brush creeks during the HEP study had not 
changed significantly since the early 1960's (INHS collections; Rogers 1971; Smith 1971, 1979; 
Page and Ceas 1992). 
The fISheries resources within the Hunter Lake project area were investigated by Page and 
Ceas (1992). Thirty species of fIShes were found in Horse and Brush creeks and their tributaries. 
The fish fauna was average for small, silty streams in central Illinois in terms of diversity. The 
minnow family, Oyprinidae, was the largest segment of the fISh fauna in terms of number of 
species and individuals. Such species as Lepomis cyanellu8 (green sunf18h), Pimepho1es notaius 
(bluntnose minnow), and Semotilus atromaculatus (Creek chub) that are exceptionally tolerant of 
high turbidity and siltation were especially common. The only darter present, Etheostoma nigrum 
(johnny darter), is known to be tolerant of habitat modification and degradation. 
A fISh kill, investigated by the Illinois Department of Conservation, on Brush Creek in 
1982 revealed a fIShery composed of largemouth base, sunfISh, catfISh, minnows, gizzard shad, 
suckers, darters, and carp. The fISh population did not appear extraordinary or indicate a unique 
resource (Illinois Department of Conservation 1989). Seven species of 15portflSh were collected by 
Page and Ceas (1992) in small numbers: Ameiurus melas (black bullhead), A nato1is (yellow 
bullhead), Ictalu.Fuspunctatus (channel catfish), Lepomis cyanellus (green sunfISh), L. macrochirus 
(bluegill), Micropterus so1moides (largemouth base), and P01'nOJCis annuo1aris. (white crappie). 
Individuals of P. annuo1aris and A melas were the only species with age clasBes of sufficient size 
to be interest to fIShermen. Lepamis cyanellus, probably the least desin,lble species of the group as 
a sportflSh, was the most common sportflSh in their samples. 
.. 
Page and Ceas (1992) used the Index of Biotic Integrity (Karr 1981) as a numerical 
aseessment of stream quality. Only one site on Brush Creek ranked an overall Integrity ClasB of 
8 
"FAIR TO GOOD." The remaining site scores ranged from "FAIR" to "POOR" to "NO FISH." 
Wetland Habitat 
Wetland habitats within the Hunter Lake project area were documented by Brigham et al. 
(1992). With aid of the computer-automated National Wetlands Inventory (NWI), they identified 
662 wetlands totaling 279.5 ha (690.S ac), representing six major wetland classifications (Table 2). 
By far, the majority of wetland habitats are associated with the larger Horse Creek drainage 
(Figure 5). Because HEP and NWI definitions for wetlands are broader than the definitions of a 
jurisdictional wetland, some areas mapped as wetland cover types may not meet the criteria for a 
jurisdictional wetland. For example, palustrine emergent wetlands that are temporarily flooded 
(PEMAf) and farmed are not jurisdictional wetlands. However, palustrine emergent wetlands that 
are seasonally flooded and are diked/impounded (PEMCh) are considered jurisdictional wetlands. 
Forested palustrine wetlands (PF01, PFOlA, and PFOIC), otherwise described as 
floodplain forests and forested riparian strips along upland streams, comprised more than 45% of 
the wetlands within the Hunter Lake project area in terms of total area (Table 2). Generally, 
these were second-growth forests that developed on sites that had been converted to row crops or 
pasture and since abandoned. Because of this past disturbance, especially grazing, thorny species 
[e.g., Smilax hispida (catriar), Crataegus sp. (hawthorn), Rosa multiflora (multiflora rose)] were 
often common in understory strata. 
Areas mapped as palustrine emergent wetlands were open communities in floodplains and 
around man-made ponds; several sites have been degraded due to conversion to agricultural land. 
Within the Hunter Lake project area, wetlands classified as PEMA and PEMAf were pastures, 
hayfields, and crop fields in the floodplains of the two creeks that were rarely inundated or 
saturated. Most areas classified as PEMe, PEMCd, or PEMF were remnants of natural marshes, 
wet prairies, and sedge meadows associated with abandoned stream channels, floodplain sloughs, 
or seepage areas. If these sites occurred in cropland, they could not be successfully farmed in most 
years. Areas mapped as PEMCh were farm ponds that have become filled with silt and now 
support stands of emergent vegetation. 
Palustrine scrub-shrub wetlands within the project area were stands of young treeS and 
shrubs in the floodplains of the two creeks and along upland tributaries. Generally, they were 
young regrowth on sites that had been previously converted to agriculture or otherwise disturbed. 
Areas mapped as PSSlA and PSSlAx are successional thickets (dominated by young trees and 
shrubs) in floodplains, along upland streams, and around man-made ponds that are rarely 
inundated or saturated. 
Palustrine wetlands with an unconsolidated bottom were the second most common wetland 
type in terms of total area within the project area. These were man-made ponds in uplands that 
were primarily ponds used by livestock, but also included brine ponds near oil wells or small, 
ornamental ponds near residences. They may only occasionally have a narrow fringe of vegetation. 
The remaining wetland types within the study area were riverine lower perennial and 
riverine intermittent streambed. These areas represent Horse and Brush creeks and their 
intermittent tributaries, respectively. Characteristics of the two creeks have been discussed 
previously. 
9 
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Table. 2. Size and type of wetlands within the Hunter Lake project area as de~rmined by 
National Wetlands Inventory (Brigham et al. 1992). 
WETLAND
 
TYPE
 
Palustrine 
Emergent 
Palustrine 
Forested 
Palustrine 
Scrub-Shrub 
Palustrine 
Unconsolidated 
Bottom 
(man-made ponds 
in uplands) 
Riverine Lower 
Perrennial 
(Horse and Brush 
creeks) 
Riverine 
Intermittent 
Streambed 
(small tributaries) 
#NW! 
CODE 
e*PEMA 
e*PEMM 
+PEMC 
+PEMCd 
e-PEMCh 
+PEMF 
PF01 
PFOlA 
PF01C 
PEM/SSlA 
PSSlA 
PSSlAx 
PUBF 
epUBFh 
epUBFx 
e"PUBGh
 
epUBGx
 
eR2UBH 
eR2UBHx 
eR4SBF 
eR4SBFx 
NUMBER
 
17
 
5
 
11
 
3
 
11
 
2
 
49
 
1
 
121
 
10
 
i32 
8
 
11
 
...!
 
20
 
4
 
2
 
1
 
113
 
JJ. 
132
 
326
 
1

-
327
 
1
 
1

-
2
 
~AREA 
ACRE 
54.5 
2.9 
4.7 
0.4 
7.4 
0.8 
7[7 
7.2 
300.1 
4.4 
31IT 
2.2 
32.7 
.2.:1 
35.6 
0.9 
0.9 
0.0 
170.2 
.L2. 
179.5 
92.1 
0.4
-92.5 
0.5 
0.3
-
0.8 
TOTAL 662 690.8 
#see Appendix A for description 
*=primarily floodplain pastures, hayfields, and crop fields rarely inundated 
or saturated for any period 
+=remnants of natural marshes, wet prairies, sedge meadows, cannot be 
successfully farmed in most years 
-=farm ponds filled with silt and containing emergent vegetation 
"=intermittently exposed, permanently flooded 
.. e =usually non-jurisdictional 
~=figures based solely on NWI map areas, refer to Brigham et al. for accuracy 
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Figure 5. Distribution of six major wetland classificatioIl5 within the majority of the Hunter Lake 
HEP study area, Sangamon County, Illinois, as identified from the National Wetlands 
Inventory (Brigham et aI. 1992). 
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Forested Habitat 
In Sangamon County, forested areas exist primarily as fragmented, narrow strips along 
streams and rivers. The plant communities within these riparian corridors have been adversely 
modified and have affected the streams themselves (Iverson et al. 1992). All forested areas within 
the project area had been heavily grazed by livestock in the recent past and were dominated by 
plant epecies adapted to this type of disturbance (Iverson et al. 1992). In fact, many of the forests 
were in quite poor condition; evidence of overgrazing was common, as indicated by the abundance 
ofMadura pomifera (oeage orange). 
The forested areas [1112 ha (2748 ac)] within the Hunter Lake project area can be 
characterized as fairly young 8ecOndary' forest; 45% of the basal area came from the pole size [12.7 
to 28 cm (5 to 11 in) dbh] timber ClaM and an additional 17% from the seedling/sapling [5 to 12.7 
cm (2 to 5 in) dbh] size class, leaving only 38% in the sawtimber [>28 cm (>11 in) dbh] size claes. 
Gleditsia triacanthos (honey locust), Ulmus rubra (slippery' elm), and M. pomifera had the highest 
basal area/ha of all the species, distantly followed by Celtis occiclentalis (hackberty), Carya ovata 
(shagbark hickory), Quercus macrocarpa (burr oak), and Juglans nigra (black walnut). .AB clearly 
demonstrated by Iverson et al. (1992) data, large trees are rare in the area. 
Ulmus rubra appeared in 13 of 15 plots studied by Iverson et al. (1992) and was the most 
frequently encountered species, appearing four times as the leading dominant (U. rubra also 
appeared as a shrub in many of the plots, indicating that it will continue to be an important 
component in the forest community in the future). The largest number of individuals and their 
high relative density placed U. rubrct ahead of G. trim:anthos in terms of imPortance value. Celtis 
occiclentalis was found to be the leading dominant in three of the plots while M. pomifera and G. 
triacanthos appeared three times as the co-dominant tree species, followed by U. rubra which WafS 
co-dominant in two plots. Mean densities (the number of individuals of all species/area) were 
estimated at 1,015 trees/ha (411/ac). 
The shrub component [defined as woody stems <5cm «2 in) dbh and >0.6 m (>2 ft) tall] 
documented by Iverson et al. (1992) within the forest sample plots provided a framework for 
predicting the future tree species composition. Cercis canadensis (Eastern redbud) ranked highest 
according to relative frequency with U. rubra ranking second, Acer negundfJ (box elder) third, and 
Crataegus sp. (hawthorn) fourth. Since U. rubra and C. occidentalis already dominate in a number 
of plots, these two species, if left alone, might continue to dominate the forest community. The 
most dominant liana (woody vine) present within the plots was Parthenocissus quinquefolia 
(Virginia creeper); however,. Smilax hispida (catbriar), TOxicodendron radicans (poison ivy), and 
Vitis cinerea (grape) were significant components. Such exotic species afl Rosa multiflora 
(multiflora rose) and Lonicera maackii (honeysuckle) were common in some plots. 
The inventory of herbaceous cover [defined as stems <0.6 m «2 ft) tall] within the forest 
indicated that Sanicula gregaria (common snakeroot) was most frequently inventoried during the 
spring and Laportea cana.ckTUlis (wood nettle) dominated the late~ummerinventory (Iverson et al. 
1992). Overall, the top 15 species inventoried as herbaceous cover included eight species that were 
typically herbs,. two lianas, two grasses, and one each of tree, shrub, and eedge. For the most part, 
the herbaceous etrata typified a native woodland flora degraded by overgrazing. 
The inventory of snag and den trees within the 0.1 ha (0.25 ac) forest plots combined with 
area-intensive searches resulted in the discovery' of 64 trees; the majority of the trees occurred 
within riparian habitats as expected. Extrapolation of snag and den tree densities based on plots 
and searches indicated 22/ha (9/ac) in floodplain habitats. Densities of snag and den trees in 
upland forests, 12/ha (5/ac), were significantly lower. Snag and den trees we:re obviously ab8ent 
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from some forested tracts searched, but other areas with more well-developed (older) floodplain 
vegetation contained several. Such species as Platanus occuuntciLis (sycamore), Acer soccharinum 
(silver maple), Populus deltouus (cottonwood), and Quercus spp. (oab) occurred adjacent to the 
streams and could potentially provide suitable nesting cavities for such species as AiX spon8a (wood 
duck). 
Grassland Habitat 
A total of 442 ha (1091 ac) of grassland cover occurred within the Hunter Lake project area 
(Iverson et ai. 1992). This habitat type was almost entirely comprised of pastures and 
Conservation Reserve Program lands. Planted cool-season grasses and legumes were present in 
pastures and hayfields, especially Festuca praten8is (fescue), Phleum praten8e (timothy), Medicago 
sativa (alfalfa), and Trifolium repen8 (white clover, ladino clover). Fallow fields, although 
infrequently encountered, were dominated by such annuals as Setaria faberi (foxtail), Xanthium 
strumarium (cocklebur), and Abutilon. theophrasti (velvet-leaf). Row crop fields may occasionally 
have been planted with winter wheat as an interim cover crop, and euch marginal cropland 
borders classified as palustrine emergent wetland sites had stands of grasses of more invasive 
species (Brigham et ai. 1992). 
Cropland IUl Habitat 
Sangamon County, which includes the 1,551 ha (3,832 ac) of cropland within the Hunter 
Lake project area, ranked second in number of acres in corn production, but first in yields when 
compared to other counties in Illinois. In addition, Sangamon County ranked among the ten 
highest Illinois counties in the production of soybeans. Conversely, "it ranked very low in wheat, 
oate, hay, and sorghum production, but ranked average in barley and rye production. When . 
compared to statewide livestock (primarily cattle) production, Sangamon County ranked among the 
highest; it was first in sheep and egg production, but only average in hog production. The majority 
(62 %) of Illinois farms preferred using alfalfa for hay production while red clover was 
overwhelmingly preferred (88%) as a seed crop (Neely and Heister 1987). 
Proposed Impoundment 
The Hunter Lake project, also known as Springfield Lake II, was originally recommended 
to "the City of Springfield in"a 1965 engineering report (City Water, Light and Power 1989). The 
3,117 ha (7,703 ac) HEP study area would encompass a 1,340 ha (3,311 ac) reservoir with a normal 
pool elevation of 571 feet MSL. Average depth was calculated at 4.5 m (14.6 ft). With a watershed 
drainage basin of 337 sq km (130 sq mi), the projected stOrage capacity of the lake is 57.6 billion 
liters (15.2 billion galloM). The lake perimeter (shoreline) of 152 Ion (94.6 mi) would be 
surrounded by 1,777 ha (4,392 ac) of terrestrial property owned ~y the City of Springfield. 
The proposed dam embankment would be a compacted earthfill etructure with a top 
elevation approximately 20 m (65 ft) above the existing Horse Creek channel. The current 
spillway design advocates uncontrolled flow to maintain a 571 foot lake elevation. Preliminary 
designs of a pipe conduit gravity traMfer system that would deliver water to Lake Springfield 
have not been completely ruled out. Further, the preliminary BCoping document from City Water, 
Light and Power (CWLP) described a dewatering conduit that would divert the volume of water in 
Hunter Lake to the City's existing channel dam on the South Fork of the Sangamon River for 
pumpage into Lake Springfield. 
13 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) has been developing a habitat-bued 
evaluation methodology since 1974 entitled the Habitat Evaluation Proceduree (HEP); b88ic 
aspects and 888umptions of this methodology were discuseed in detail in the introductol'Y section of 
. this report. Documents (1) and (2) of the three documents listed below, developed by the USFWS 
(1980), were used during the Hunter Lake HEP study: 
1.	 "Habitat as a Basis for Environmental Aeeeesment" (101 ESM). This 
document was used as the rationale for the habitat-based technique 
and served as a basis for diecU88ions concerning HEP conceptual 
approaches. 
2.	 The second document "Habitat Evaluation Procedures" (102 ESM), 
. served as a guide 88 to how concepts outlined in 101 ESM could be 
implemented in a standardized procedure for conducting habitat 
evaluations in the field. 
3: The third document "Standards for the Development of Habitat 
Suitability Index Modele for Use with the Habitat Evaluation 
Procedures" (103 ESM) was not used during the Hunter Lake HEP study; 
modele that provided HSI values were not developed during this 
project. 
IlEP Procedures 
The Hunter Lake HEP study was divided into several preconceived activitiee. The 
following outline served 88 the method of approach (scope of work): 
A.. Initial Planning (pre-field activities). 
1. Forming a HEP Team 
.2. Defining the study limits 
3.	 Establishing study objectives 
4.	 Selecting target yeaJ'8 
5.	 Defining project alternatives or management plans 
6.	 Selecting evaluation speciee 
7.	 Developing guidelines for data gathering 
B. Data Collection and Assimilation 
1.	 .Obtaining data from previous investigations 
2.	 Collecting remaining field habitat variable data 
3.	 Calculating habitat variable data through GIS 
14 
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C. Evaluation of DataI 1. Predicting future habitat quality 
2. Predicting future habitat quantity 
3. Calculating HSI, HU, and AAHU with PC software I 4. Assessing potential changes due to proposed actions 
D. Development of Recommendations Based on Findinge I 
Formulation of HEP Team 
I The minimum structure of a HEP Team is usually two to three members; one must be from 
or represent the agency or organization that is proposing the action that requires a permit or other 
type of authorization. Another member is moet often a representative of the the U.S. Fish andI· Wildlife Service, while a third member frequently represents the conservation (ilBh and game 
department) agency for the state within which the action is proposed.
 
Team and. its contributing consultants were:
 
HEP Team Members:
 
James E. (Gene) Gardner, Illinois Natural History Survey (INHS)
 
Gerry'Bade, u.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
 
Kenneth L. Litchfield, Illinois Department of Conservation
 
Participatiug Team Consu.ltants:
 
Patti L. Malmborg (INHS)
 
Joyce E. Hofmann (INHS)
 
Tom Skelly, City Water, Light and Power (CWLP)
 
Michelle Bodamer (CWLP)
 
Contributing Consultants:
 
Lydia Holt (INHS)
 
Allison R. Brigham (INHS)
 
Pat Caas (INHS)
 
Establishing Wildlife Resource Goals and Objectives 
The Hunter lake HEP 
The Hunter Lake HEP study could not be successfully completed until wildlife resource 
objectiveB were established. These objectives were used in the selection of evaluation species to 
ensure that the results of the HEP study provided answers that were meaningful and relevant. 
The HEP Team considered regional wildlife resource goals as· independent of any particular project 
.'	 action. Project level wildlife resource objectives were clearly defined to ensure that important 
wildliie resources were given adequate consideni.tion in alternative 8Sl3e8l!5ments. 
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RegioDal WIldlife Resource Goals 
1.	 Maintain the biodiversity of the region by preserving or enhancing the
 
existing variety of habitate and protecting allepecie8.
 
A.	 Minimize further habitat fragmentation to preserve area-seneitive
 
epecie8.
 
B.	 Col15erve all community types that are rare or decreaeing in number. 
C.	 Coneerve habitat for epecie8 with narrow ecological requiremente
 
(epecialiete).
 
D.	 Coneerve habitat for economically important epecie8 of high public
 
concern.
 
Project Level Wildlife Resource Objectives 
1.	 Enhance habitat value8 within the project vicinity for economically
 
important epecie8 and specie8 of high public intere8t (e.g., migratory
 
waterbirde, furbearers, upland game birde, and fIBherie8 resource8).
 
2.	 Special emphaeie will be given to col15erve euch community typee ae
 
wetlande and fOre8te that are rare or decreaeing in abundance in Illinoie.
 
3.	 Enhance habitat value8 for re8ident and migratory speciee requiring
 
fore8ted habitate (e.g., pileated woodpecker, neo-tropical migratory
 
birde).
 
4.	 COl15ider meaSUre8 that provide controlled recreational opportunitie8
 
(e.g., hunting, fIBhing, non-coneumptive UBe8) through respol15ible
 
resource management recommendatiol15 designed to protect or enhance
 
resource values.
 
Selecting Target Years (TY) 
The e8timation.of future habitat conditiol15 can be reaso~ably defined by selecting pointe of 
time in the future termed target years (TY). A minimum of three target years ie required for any 
HEP application: (1) the baeeline year (TYO) ie the point in time before the proposed action has 
. resulted in changes in fIBh and wildlife habitat; (2) target year 1 (TY1) ie the first year land and 
.water habitat conditiol15 are expected to deviate from existing conditione; (3) an ending target year 
(TY"n") defines the period of analyeie. Target years chosen for the Hunter Lake HEP etudy were 
TYO, TY1, TY3, TY10, TY25, TY50, and TY100. Target year 1 repreeente the period of time· 
needed to complete conetruction of the reservoir; regardlese of the "real" time it takee (e.g., one to 
three years ie typical). The HEP Team wae told that 100 years wae the life of the project, hence 
TY100. TY3 wae selected because the emergent aquatic macrophytes should begin to be 
e8tabliehed in sheltered baye. TY10 wae ch08en for two reasol15; the aquatic macrophyte 
populatiol15 should be well-establiehed and the terrestrial aCre8 converted to fOre8te should be 
completed. TY25 and TY50 were chosen arbitrarily ae mid-pointe. 
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Defining Project Alternatives (PA) 
Each proposed action represents a future scenario for a particular area under study; theee 
are known ae "Project Alternatives" (PA)..Project alternativee are actions that describe the study 
area for which impacts will have to be a58e85ed. This label allows the HEP Team to compare 
actions and to 885ess how the r15h and wildlife habitat resources could potentially be aft'ected'with' 
and 'without' the proposed reservoir construction. The designation of PAs used during the Hunter 
lake HEP study and their descriptions follow: 
PAl - Without Project/Baseline: changes in terreetrial and stream habitats
 
predicted as a combination of natural succeesion and man's continued
 
influence
 
PA2 - With Projecttrerreetrial Habitats Natural Succession: predicted changes
 
in reservoir habitats due to r15heries management with changes in
 
marginal terrestrial habitats due to natural succession without controls
 
of man . 
PA3 - With Projecttrerrestrial Habitat Enhanced and Managed: predicted
 
changes in reservoir habitats due to r15heries management with changes
 
in marginal terrestrial habitats controlled to provide optimal Wildlife
 
habitats (Le. forest stand management, tree plantings, conversion of
 
agricultural areae to grassland and forest, agricultural conservation
 
practices, soil erosion abatement)
 
PA4 - With Project/Worst Caee Scenario No.1: changes in marginal terrestrial
 
habitats controlled as in PA3, but with an annual drawdown of reservoir
 
volume 2 m (6.5 ft) below normal pool during July and August
 
PA5· With Project/Worst Caee Scenario No.2: changes in marginal terrestrial
 
habitats controlled as in PA3, but with a drawdown of reeervoir volume
 
6 m (20 ft) below normal pool during a once-in-15 year drought
 
Selection of Evaluation Species 
During the Hunter Lake HEP study, an evaluation species was a single species of fish or 
wildlife wh08e model was designed to gauge changes in the habitat of that species due to either (1) 
.changes through natural succession; (2) inundation or creation of habitat by the construction of a 
reservoir; or (3) changes controlled by management of marginal terrestrial habitats combined with 
reservoir management ranging from optimal r15heries production, to worse caee scenarios. 
Based Oft the Illinois Fish and Wildlife Information System (lFWIS), more than 260 species 
of rlSh and wildlife are known to occur in Sangamon County. Species that are highly visible to the 
public and are common..IY found in foreet-related habitats within the project area include white­
tailed deer, opossum, muskrat, mink, raccoon, red fox, coyote, bobwhite quail, and wood duck. It 
was not feasible to analyze potential haliitat impacts for all these species; therefore, certain species 
were chosen that best satisfied the wildlife reeource objectives of this HEP study. 
17 
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Speciee of (U1h or wildlife for which model8 previowsly exieted were wsed by the HEP Team. 
Evaluation s~iee were chosen: (1) on the b88ie of their occurrence within the study area; (2) 
whoee model8 were completely applicable to habitats available within the study area and; (3) 
.{ :	 
whoee wse of the study area on a seasonal b88is agreed with the seasonal limitations of the model 
(if necessary). 
The selection Pl"OCe88 used during this evaluation W88 a speciee matrix of objective 
statements and habitat cover types (Table 3). Using this matrix, the Team W88 able to identify 
gUilds (groupe of speciee that generally share a common habitat resource). By wsing guilds, 
inferences about changes in habitat quality of other speciee could be made from changes in habitat 
quality of evaluation speciee. In addition to the guilding of speciee to repreeent specific habitat 
cover types, consideration W88 given to grouping speciee that share spatial resourcee (strata) 
within a particular cover type (e.g., herbaceows layer, shrub canopy, tree canopy, snag and den 
trees in forests). The selection of evaluation species that truly represent theee components would 
help to ensure that changes in structural vegetation zonae would be adequately evaluated. AB a 
means of ranking a species' value 88 an evaluation speciee, diecul!I8iol18 were conducted by team 
members and consultants to determine their relative sensitivity to changes in their habitat. 
Further, a species' economic importance and high public visibility were considered as selection 
criteria. 
Description of HEP Forms Used During This Study 
A fundamental 888umption in the application of HEP is that the quantity and quality of 
habitat (exp1'e88ed 88 HU's) can be numerically documented and reasonably predicted for future 
conditions. For communication and documentation purposee, a number of standardized forms W88 
used during this HEP application (these completed forms are included 88 an Appendix in this 
report): . 
Form B.	 Used to calculate and record the total number of HU's in a specific 
study area for each proposed alternative for each target year. 
Form C.	 Used to calculate and record the average annual habitat units 
(AAHU's) in a specific study area for a particular speciee. One Form 
C mwst be prepared for each evaluation species being considered under 
each proposed alternative. 
Form D.	 Used to calculate the change in AAHU's attributed to a proposed 
alternative. 
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Table 3. ~atrix used. for the selection of evaluation species for the Hunter Lake HEP study, Sangamon County, Illinois.
 
ECOLOGICAL *ECON. ·PUB. WET. COYER TYpE ASSOCIATION
 
SPECIES GEN SPEC, OCCUR IMpOR. INT. sp. FB PAS CRP SH GRASS FOR FOR WET HRB WET SC-SH WET PONP LAKE RIVERINE
 
Black-capped Chickadee X X 0 0 X X X
 
Brown Thrasher X X 0 0 X X X X
 
Gray Squirrel X X 3· 3 X X
 
Great Blue Heron X X 0 2 X X X X X X X
 
.... 
\0 Mink X X 2 2 X X X X X X 
Northern Bobwhite X X 3 3 X X X X X X
 
Wood Duck X X 3 3 X X X X X X X 
Channel· Catfish X X 3 3 X X
 
Creek Chub X X 0 0 X
 
Gizzard Shad X X 0 0 X X
 
Largemouth Bass X X 3 3 X X
 
White Crappie X X 3 3 X X 
*1=Iow value; 2=moderate value; 3=high ·value 
FB=forbland; PAS-pasture; CRP=cropland; SH=shrubland; GRASS=grassland; FOR=forest; FOR WET=forested wetland; 
HRB WET=herbaceous wetland; SC-SH WET=scrub-shrub wetland 
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Data Collection and Assimilation 
Prior to the Hunter Lake HEP study, CWLP authorized a variety of naturall"e8Ource 
studies as part of their environmental evaluations of the proposed reservoir site. These 
investigations addressed potential impacts to soils, wetlands, vegetation, wildlife, aquatic life, and 
threatened and endangered species. Such intense investigations provided the HEP Team with data 
that proved invaluable in determining species model variables. 
Already mentioned in the description of the study area section of this report, was land 
covel' and vegetation mapping through image processing of SPOT satellite data. This 
computerized-coverage was augmented with the Illinois Geographic Information System (lGIS) at 
the Illinois Natural History Survey, providing unlimited manipulations, calculations, and 
illustrations of habitats. Results from previous in-depth investigations, combined with the 
capabilities of the IGIS greatly assisted the· Hunter Lake HEP Team with its task, so much 80 that 
field reconnaissance and data collection were minimal. 
I,	 Due to the existence of an extensive data base with computer-related manipulations, 
. I	 
strategies for field sampling were not discussed or developed. AB for randomness of data, such 
investigators as Iverson et 01. (1992) chose their forest plots entirely at random; these non-biased 
forest variables were relied upon heavily by the HEP Team. Conversely, several stream habitat 
variables were not available initially, requiring the HEP Team and its consultants to conduct field 
sampling. 
Sixty-six variables (LAKESn=31; RIVERn=35) were required for the calculation of 
evaluation species models for the five species of (ISh selected (Appendix B). For the seven 
terrestrial evaluation species, 41 variables (Appendix C) were required to calculate habitat 
suitability indices (HSI). Source documentation is provided for each of these variables in the 
appendices. The HEP Team was fortunate to have a substantial biological data set to use; 
predictions of changing habitat conditions over time were based either on this data set or the HEP 
Team's combined professional logic in the absence of otherwise compelling evidence. 
In addition to the natural resource studies conducted on-site within the Hunter Lake study 
area, several other documents provided a source for habitat variables. Environmental data from 
studies of 24-year old Lake Sangchris (Larimore and Tranquilli 1981) and 55-year old Lake 
Springfield (Hinsman and Skelly 1987; Skelly et 01. 1992) served as a basis for the majority of 
decisions concerning aquatic variables. . . 
Forest .Mensuration and Succession Variables 
Not only did the HEP analysis require a prediction of the future quality (HSI) of an area, 
but also of the future quantity of the area. Such size predictions can be based on a comparison of 
historical land use to present day use,. a process termed trend analysis. For example, such works 
as Iverson et 01. (1989) include data that document the rate at which most major cover types (i.e. 
forest, prairie, agricultural land) have changed from pre~settlement conditions. Other 80Urces 
(Neely and Heister 1987) include information on past or anticipated crop production and other 
agricultural practices. Land ownership is often a decisive factor when predicting land use 
"I, patterns; farmers owned 45% of the timberland in Illinois during 1985 while 38% was controlled by 
miscellaneous private individuals (Iverson et a1. 1989). 
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The prediction of such dynamic habitat variablee as percent canopy cover of trees or mean 
diameter-at-breaat-height (dbh) of tree steD18 i8 difficult when coneidering natural succe88ion. The 
actual status and structure of the growing stock of a fOre8t i8 determined by the di8tribution of . 
trees by diameter clas8e8. Changes of the structure of a forest are due to the annual diameter 
growth of the trees and to the loss of trees through man-made and natural disturbances. To 
determine the growth of a foreet and to predict the expected change in stand structure, the 
diameter growth should obviously be measured at breast height (Meyer 1953). The HEP Team 
adopted the widely accepted hypotheeis that as the size claas of a fOre8t increases, the density of 
trees (#!ha) decreasee (Solecki 1982). If sufficient data are available to predict the trend in 
diameter growth, the actual diameter growth determined for the last 10 years may be raised or 
lowered in accordance with the predicted trend (Chapman 1942). 
Data collected by Iverson et al. (1992) during their forest ecoeystem inventory wwre used 
heavily during the HEP study to determine a number of speciee model variablee. Their inventory 
included the eetablishment of 15 O.04-ha plots distributed almost equally in upland and floodplain 
habitats (Figure 6). The O.04-ha plots were further subdivided into 16 subplots (5 m x 5 m) in 
which all treee (woody steD18 a5 cm dbh) and shrubs (woody speciee <2 m tall) were inventoried; 
herbaceous layers were measured on half of the subplots. 
Evaluations to determine the suita~ility of the Hunter Lake project area as summer
 
habitat for Myotis sodalis (Indiana bat) provided data on the snag and den tree component of
 
forest habitats (Gardner and Hofmann 1992). AB part of their analysis, 170.10 ha (0.2Q ac) plots
 
were established (Figure 6). Data recorded for each standing dead stem >10 cm (4 in) included
 
speciee, dbh, amount of loose bark, and the preeence of cavitiee or hollow-bolee. .
 
In addition to the above-mentioned resources, the HEP Team and its consultants conducted 
on-site inventories of cavity trees at five sites on Horse and Brush creeks to determine the . 
availability of cavities suitable for nesting by Aix sponsa (wood duck). 
Aquatic Macrophyte and Other Aquatic-r"elated Variables 
Aquatic macrophytes are plants which grow along the shorelines of bodies of water with at 
least the baSe of their steIJlS submerged. The aquatic vascular plants in 876 ha (2,165 ac) Lake 
Sangchris were mapped and the vegetational development of that reservoir documented during 
studies conducted from 1973 to 1976 (Dreier 1974; Frakes and Moran 1975; Moran 1977; Moran 
1981). A summary of the macrophyte development in Lake Sangchria is provided in Appendix D. 
It was estimated that the maximum number of macrophytic species populating the lake would be 
about 28, and this number was expected to be reached by 1985 when Lake Sangchris was 21 years 
old (Moran 1981). 
. Shoreline instability, erosion, and the consequent turbidity had the greatest influence upon 
the occurrence and development of ve.getation. Areas of high shoreline erosion are expected to 
remain barren. Wind velocities of more than 64 kmlhr were not uncommon for brief periods in 
most months on Lake Sangchris, with prevailing winds southerly during· most of the year and 
northweeterly only in late autumn and spring. Such winds have had a profound effect on the 
stability of macrophytes in the exposed waters of Lake Sangchris, which has low banks and 
relatively little tree growth along it shoreline (Larimore and Tranquilli 1981). 
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Figure 6. Distribution of O.04-ha forest ecosystem inventory 
plots (Iverson et al. 1992), snag arid den tree 
density inventory plots (Gardner and Hofmann 
1992),. and HEP Team field data collection points, 
Hunter Lak~ HEP study area, Sangamon County, 
Illinois. 
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Light is another important factor controlling the zonation and distribution of submerged 
macrophytee. In Lake Sangchrie, no val!lCular plants were expected to occur at depthl!l below 2.5 or 
3 m (8.2 or 9.8 ft), the depth at which only one percent of the surface light remained. Emergent 
and floating aquatic plant distributions are not l'el!Itricted by turbidity. 
Predictiol1l!l of the distribution and development of aquatic vegetation within the proposed 
Hunter Lake (Appendix E) baeed on comparisol1l!l to Lake Sangchri.e and Lake Springfield are fully 
justified. Lake Sangchris and Lake Springfield are cooling lakes for steam-generating electric 
plants and Lake Springfield serves as a water supply reservoir with heavy recreational use. 
Inundation of the two northerly-flowing tributaries to the Sangamon River (Horse and 
Brush creeks) to create Hunter Lake is identical to Lake Sangchrisin that Sangchris was formed 
(1963-1966) by damming Clear Creek, previously a northerly-flowing tributary of the Sangamon 
River. Structurally, Hunter Lake will closely resemble Lake Sangchrie by having long, narrow 
arms with irregularly-shaped coves and points. Marginal lands surrounding the propoeed lake will 
have forest or grassland cover types. AB a l'el!Iult, Hunter Lake will be more protected from high 
winds and have less bank erosion than Lake Sangchri.e. Hunter Lake will have a larger surface 
area and a greater mean depth. ' 
Hunter Lake will not be a source for cooling water: therefore, its temperatu~ regimes will 
be significantly different and artificial currents created by cooling water intake/output will not be a 
factor affecting macrophyte distribution or r18heries populatiol1l!l. Unlike Lake Springfield, Hunter 
Lake has been dedicated as a conservation area by the Springfield City Council, with development 
limited to only those structures compatible with wildlife col1l!lervation. 
Predicting Future Habitat Quantity and Quality 
In most il1l!ltances, the future quality of a habitat (future HSI) i.e very difficult to predict; 
future estimates of habitat variables must employ the use of a suitability index curve that 
encompasses the entire range of the variable. Faced with this challenge, the HEP Team used the 
accepted approach of plotting the relatiol1l!lhip of the baseline condition of each variable to a 
suitability level (either lower or higher) predicted for a specific time period during the life of the 
project (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1980; 102 ESM). AB discussed above, thi.e relationship was 
assumed to be linear in the absence of any compelling data that suggested otherwise. 
Predictiol1l!l of the fu,ture quantity of habitats can' be a difficult task too; however, 
quantitative predictions based on historical land use, present use trends, and projectiol1l!l by 
authoritative forecasters can be reliable. We have already discussed how such sources as Iverson 
et al. (1989) and Neely and Heister (1987) can be used for predictions. Quantity predictions for 
each habitat cover type for each PA used during the Hunter Lake HEP study are given in Tables 
4-8. 
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Table 4.	 Quantity (ha) of terreetrial and aquatic habitats for PAl (Baseline) with predicted
 
changes for target years due to a combination of natural succession and man's
 
continual influence.
 
Target	 -Forest 
Year Water Cropland Grassland Shrubland Floodplain Upland 
TYO	 14.6 1,551 442 <5 731
 381
 
TY1 14.6 1,551 442 <5 731
 381
 
TY3 14.6 1,551 442 <5 731 381
 
TY10 14.6 1,559 445 <5 723 378
 
TY25 14.6 1,574 454 <5 708 369
 
TY50 14.6 1,588 462 <5 694 361
 
TY100 14.6 1,624 482 <5 658 341
 
*Calculated 88 5% reduction in forest by TY50 and %5 more by TY100; floodplain added to crop
 
and upland added to grass 
Table 5.	 Quantity (ha) of terreetrial and aquatic habitats for PA2 (With Project!I'errestrial 
Habitats Natural Succession) with predicted changes for target years due to 
reservoir management combined with natural succession of terrestrial habitats. 
Target Forest
 
Year Water Cropland Grassland Shrubland Floodplain Upland
 
TYO .14.6 1,551 442 <5 731 381
 
TY1 1,340 1,050 301 <5 101 321
 
TY3 1,340 0 1,351 <5 101 321
 
TY10 1,340 0 0 1,356 101 321
 
TY25 1,340 0 0 192 101 1,164
 
TY50 1,340 0 0 129 101 1,227
 
TY100 1,340 0 0 129 101 1,227
 
.. 
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Table 6.	 Quantity (ha) of terrestrial and aquatic habitate for PA3 (With Projecttrerreetrial 
Habitate Enhanced and Managed) with predicted changes for target years due to 
reservoir management combined with enhancement and management of terrestrial 
habitats. 
Target Forest 
Year· Water Cropland Grassland Shrubland Floodplain Upland .. 
TYO 14.6 1,551 442 <5 731 381 
TY1 1,340 1,050 301 <5 101 321 
TY3 1,340 623 240 493 101 321 
TY10 1,340 160 240 468 101 809 
TY25 1,340 160 240 298 101 979 
TY50 1,340 160 240 95 101 1,182 
TY100 1,340 160 240 <5 101 1,272 
Table 7.	 Quantity (ha) of terrestrial and aquatic habitats for PA4 (With Project/Worst Case 
Scenario No.1) with predicted changes for target years due to reservoir management 
combined with management and enhancement of terrestrial habitats, but with a draw 
down of reservoir volume 2 m (6.5 ft) below normal pool during July and August. 
[Note: quantity of habitat did not change during PA4. only quality (HSI) changed,] 
Target Forest 
Year Water Cropland Grassland Shrubland Floodplain Upland 
TYO 14.6 1,551 442 <5 731 381 
TY1 1,340 1,050 301 <5 101 321 
TY3 1,340 623 240 493 101 321 
TY10 1,340 160 240 468 101 809 
TY25 1,340 160 240 298 101 979 
TY50 1,340 160 240 95 101 1,182 
TY100 1,340 160 240 <5 101 1,272 
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Table 8.	 Quantity (ha) of te:rreetrial and aquatic habitats for PA5 (With Project/W018t Case 
Scenario No.2) with predicted changes for target yea18 due to ret!lervoir management 
combined with management and enhancement of te:rreetrial habitats, but with a draw­
down of l'eI!lervoir volume 6 m (20 ft) below normal pool during a once-in-15 year 
drought. [Note: quantity and quality (HSI) ofwater habitats changed in PAlS.] 
Target Forest 
Year Water Cropland Grassland Shrubland Floodplain Upland 
TYO 14.6 1,551 442 <5 731 381 
TY1 1,340. 1,050 301 <5 101 321 
TY3 1,340 623 240 493 101 321 
TYI0 415 160 240 468 101 809 
TY25 415 160 240 298 101 979 
.'
\ TY50 415 160 240 95 101 1,182 
. 
t 
:1 TY100 415 160 240 <5 101 1,272 
f,Ii
.: 
.. 
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RESULTS 
Calculating Habitat Suitability Index (HSI), Habitat Units (HUs), Average Annual 
Habitat Units (AAHUs), and Net Change in AAHUs (Net Impact) 
A HEP analysis is structured around the calculation of Habitat Units (HUs) for each 
..evaluation species. To reiterate, the number of HUs is defined as the product of the Habitat
 
Suitability Index (HSI =quality) times the total area of available habitat. The HSI for each
 
evaluation species for each habitat cover type for each TY within each of the five proposed
 
alternatives (PAl through PAS) was calculated (3,210 variables) using Habitat Suitability
 
Modeling Software (Micro-HSI, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service). Subeequently, HEP Accounting
 
Software (Version 2.2, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) was used to calculate HUs (Form B:
 
Appendix F), average annual habitat units (MHUs: Form C: Appendix. G), and net change in
 
AAHUs (Form D: Appendix. H).
 
The net changes to f15h and wildlife habitats, expressed as AAHUs, within the Hunter
 
Lake project area are presented in Table 9. These data compare expected future conditions due to
 
construction of the reservoir (with project; PA2, PA3, PA4 and PAS) to the predicted future habitat
 
conditions without the project (baseline; PAl) over a 100-year period.
 
Net Changes (AAHUs) in Aquatic Habitats 
Increases in AAHUs for four of the five aquatic evaluation species as a result of reservoir
 
construction are highest for PA2 and PA3 scenarios (Table 9). The creek chub is the only fish that
 
loses habitat 'with project,' although· its loss of 0.58 baseline HUs could be considered biologically
 
insignificant. Despite the fact that habitat suitability index models are not available for gizzard
 
shad, Horse and Brush creeks were assumed to be entirely unsuitable as habitat for this species
 
given their life history requirements (Williamson and Nelson 1985). The low quality, limited
 
habitats available to channel catfISh, largemouth bass and white crappie in Horse and Brush
 
creeks are discU5Sed in a later section of this report.
 
.Potentially devastating losses of lacustrine f15h species' habitats resulting from the two
 
worst case scenarios (pA4 and PAS) are evident in Table 10. It is safe to assume that the degree
 
of water removal predicted in PA5 (equivalent to a reduction of 69% of the lake's area and nearly
 
one-half of its maximum depth) would result in devastating impactS to the f15heries. [Note:
 
readers are remined that f15heries resources may recover somewhat during the years between
 
target years 10,25,50, and 100, but that the HEP Team considered the PA5 alternative to be the
 
. worst case poesible.l Although to a much lesser degree, fISheries resources predicted for PA4 
would be greatly impacted by water removal. Potential impacts to the four lacustrine f15h species 
in Table 10 are discussed in greater detail in a later section of this report. 
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Table 9.	 Net changes, expressed 8.8 reductions (-) or incl"e8.8e8 in AAHUs, upon fish and wildlife 
habitats within the proposed Hunter Lake project area for PA2, PA3, PA4 and PA5 
compared to PAl (b8.8eline). 
, 
PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES 
EVALUATION SPECIES PA2 PA3 PA4 ·PA5 
·Black-capped Chickadee 72.17 138.85 138.85 138.85 
Brown Thr8.8her 28.23 34.18 34.18 34.18 
Gray Squirrel 64.42 178.48 190.32 190.32 
Mink 399.06 411.06 405.36 411.06 
Great Blue Heron -39.48 -39.48 -39.48 -39.48 
Bobwhite Quail -281.68 109.23 106.83 106.83 
Wood Duck 22.26 234.82 234.82 234.82 
Gizzard Shad 798.65 798.65 798.65 279.73 
Channel CatIlBh 1124.81 1183.44' 877.65 43.61 
Creek Chub -0.58 -0.58 -0.58 -0.58 
Largemouth Bass 531.20 531.20 531.20 25.73 
White Crappie	 544.52 544.52 268.74 16.01 
*reductions in AAHUs for fish result from reductions in quantity and quality (HSI) of 
habitats for absolute worse caBe. 
.. 
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Table 10. Net changes, expressed 8.8 reductions (-) or no change (0) in AAHUs, upon IlSh 
. habitats within the proposed Hunter Lake re.eervoir for PA 4 (worst caee no. 1) 
and PA 5 (worse caee no. 2) compared to PA 3 (management of lake habitats for 
optimal IlSheries production/no artificial drawdown). (Note: these data 
taken from Table 9 above.] 
EVALUATION 
SPECIES 
PA3 PA5 
Net Change 
PA3/PA4 PA3/pA5 
.. 
Gizzard Shad 798.65 798.65 279.73 o -518.93 
Channel CatilSh 1184.90 879.11 45.07 -305.79 -1139.83 
Largemouth Bass 532.66 532.66 27.19 o -505.48 
White Crappie 545.98 270.20 17.47 -275.77 -528.51 
Net Changes (AAHUs) in Forested Habitats 
Without the project (PAl), an overall 10% [113 ha (279 ac)) reduction in forested habitats 
within the project area W8.8 predicted 8.8 a result of man's continued influence. With the project 
(PA2, PA3, PA4 and PA5), 60 ha (148 ac) of upland forests and 630 ha (1558 ac) of floodplain 
forests will be inundated, representing a 62% overall reduction in forested habitats within the 
project area. Deepite this 1088,. the evaluation species· chosen to repre.eent forested habitats (black­
capped chickadee and gray squirrel) actually gained AAHUs in all of the proposed alternatives 
over the 100 year life of the project (Table 9). 
More substantial gains in AAHUs for these two species above occur within management 
alternatives (i.e. PA3; Table 11), because they reflect scenarios whereby 960 ha (2372 ac) of 
marginal land is reforested using hard maet producing species at a much greater rate than natural 
succession. Within management scenarios, 488 ha (1206 ac) were reforested in TY3.and 472 ha 
(1166 ac) by.TY10. This gain could be even greater if tree planting 8.8 a mitigation meaSure were 
conducted earlier in the project (e.g., TY1 and TY3) and the planted area increased. 
Minor gains in AAHUs for the brown thrasher in all alternatives (Table 9) are indicative of 
the ever pre.eent shrub or edge habitats that are usually associated with the borders of forest to 
non-forest habitat types combined with a temporarily greater amount of shrub-like habitat created 
by reforestation. 
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Table 11.	 Net changes, expressed as gaiI18 (+) or no change (0) in AAHUs, upon terrestrial 
wildlife habitats within the propoeed Hunter Lake project area for PA 2 (natural 
sucCEl8f!lion of terrestrial habitats) compared to PA 3 (managed terrestrial 
habitats). 
Net 
PA2 PAS Cbmge 
.EVALUATIQN SPECIES 
Black-capped Chickadee 1014.99 1081.67 +66.68 
Brown Thrasher 28.75 34.70 +5.95 
Gray Squirrel 463.97 578.02 +114.06 
Mink 1284.56 1296.56 +12.00 
Great Blue Heron 49.80 49.80 0 
Bobwhite Quail 782.56 1173.48 +390.91 
Wood Duck 72.56 285.13 +212.56 
Net Changes in Wetland Habitats 
Within the project area, 279.5 ha (691 ac) of wetlands habitats, alm08t half [126.1 ha (312 
ac)] of which are palustrine forested wetlands, have been documented (Table 2). With the project, 
>200 ha (>490 ac) of these wetlands will be inundated. Since all of these wetland were considered 
potential foraging sites for great blue heroI18, the 'with the project' scenarios result in a small IOBB 
of AAHUs for this species (Table 9). These losses are a direct result of the reduction of available 
habitat, from 279 ha (691 ac) of wetlands without the project to 155 ha (383 ac) of lacustrine 
habitat. Since herons wade in shallow ~1 m (3 ft) water areas to forage, less than half of the 330 
ha (816 ac) littoral zone of the lake was considered habitat. Further, the 79. 5 ha (201 ac) of 
wetlands not inundated by the proposed reservoir were primarily mand-made ponds in upland 
habitats; the area of these types of wetlands was not added to the total area of the 'with the 
project' scenarios because their HSI was o. 
Baseline (PAl) conditioI18 within the project area represent 989 ha (2444 ac) of h$bitat for 
the mink (Allen 1986; calculated as area within a 100 m band either side of stream plus area of 
stream). Large pine in the AAHUs (400+) for the mink within a.ll of the 'with project' alternatives 
(Table 9) reflect the creation of an additional 531 ha (1312 ac) of mink habitat through reservoir 
COI18truetion. Ahigher range of HSI values (0.66 through 0.88) was predicted for the management 
alternatives than for the natural succession scenario based on a higher percentage of shoreline 
cover expected through protective management and minimal development (Table 11). 
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The 279 ha (691 ac) of wetlands within the project area were 888umed to provide breeding 
habitat for wood ducks; however, an HSI of 0.02 for baseline conditioM (PAl) i.e cOMidered 
extremely low. Within the naturalsucCEl8sion scenario (PA2), a very small gain in AAHUs we. 
predicted over the life of the project based upon an expected increase in the availability of 
potential neeting cavities through aging and attrition of riparian treee. SubBtantial gaine in 
AAHUs for the 'with project/with management' scenari05 (i.e., PA3; Table 11) represent a 
combination of more available habitat [creation of 330 ha (816 ac) of lacustrine littoral zone] and 
the availability of at leaet 5 suitable neet sitae/0.4 ha (1.0 ac). 
The density of neet sitae waepredicted ae a combination of natural cavities and man-made 
nest boxes. An optimal comp05ition of wood duck habitat is approximately 19% optimal neeting 
habitat and 100% optimal brood-rearing habitat (Sousa and Farmer 1983). Therefore, optimal 
wood duck neeting habitat for the 403 ha (996 ac) of habitat within the Hunter Lake study area 
would include 957 potential neet sitae. If it is reasonable to a58ume that a70% of this optimal 
density of sitae would be fulfilled by natural cavitiee, then, at least 287 man-made neet boxee 
would have to be erected between TY3 and TY10 to meet projected gaiM in AAHUs in the three 
management scenari05. 
Net Changes (AAHUs) in· Grassland Ha~itats 
Approximately 442 ha (1091 ac) of grassland habitats occurred within the projec~ area of 
which 141 ha (348 ac) would be inundated by the proposed reeervoir. In the naturalsucce58ion 
ecenario (PA2), all of the remaining 301 ha (744 ac) of grassland habitats would be l05t by TY10. 
Gr855land, used primarily for neeting by the bobwhite quail, should make up 30 to 40% of an area 
(Schroeder 1985). The complete 10l!l8 of graeeland cover through naturalsucceesion would account 
for a significant portion of the reduction of 281.68 AAHUs in bobwhite quail habitat over the life of 
the project. Conversely, management alternativee (i.e., PA3) advocating retention of 240 ha (593 
ac) of gra58land cover result in significantly more gains in the AAHUs (Table 11). Gains in the 
AAHUs for bobwhite quail could be even greater if graesland habitats were managed to provide 
optimal (higher HSI) conditions. 
DISCUSSION 
Changes in Terrestrial Habitats within the Study Area 
Except for the initiallOl!l8 in quantity of terreetrial haibtats, changes in terrestrial habitat 
types (Le., forests, grasslands, cropland) will not be ae dramatic ae changee, primarily gains, in 
aquatic habitats. Expressed ae AAHUs, gains in the remaining terreetrial habitats for the 'with 
the pr<;>jeet' ecenari05 are largest for the managed alternativee. The reduction in cropland (90%) 
and grassland (45%) habitats as a result of reforestation ma~gementpracticee (PA3; Table 6) 
would reeult in subBtantial gains in habitats for the black-capped chickadee, gray squirrel, wood 
duck, and bobwhite quail when compared to the natural succeB8ion alternative. Conversely, this 
same comparison indicatae virtually no gains in habitats for the brown thrasher, mink, and great 
blue heron. Through this HEP analysis, it was evident that the quality (HSI) of terreetrial 
habitats within the study area was low to begin with. Even though terrestrial habitats would be 
reduced by 43% if the reservoir were built, they were of such poor value to terrestrial wildlife that 
management of the remaining habitats would result in a gain of habitats over the life of the 
project (100 yrs). 
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Why Hone and Brush Creeks Aren't Good Fisheries Habitat 
H01'8e and Brush creeb are extremely silty and turbid and retain little of the exposed 
gravel and sand substrate that characterized them prior to the development of agriculture. The 
flflh fauna of these streams W88 near average in dive1'8ity, but such species 88 Lepomis cyanellus 
(green sunflflh), PimephaJes notatus (bluntn08e minnow), and Semotilus atromaeulatus (Creek 
chub) with exceptional tolerance of high turbidity and siltation were especially common. The 
Illinois Department of Coll8ervation (1989) stated that "the flfl~ population did not appear 
extraordinary or indicate a unique reeource." We have already mentioned that Page and Cess 
(1992) ueed the Index of Biotic Integrity (Karr 1981) 88 a numerical 888e88ment of stream quality. 
Only one site on Brush Creek ranked an overall Integrity ClaM of "FAIR TO GOOD." The 
remaining site scores ranged from "FAIR" to "POOR" to "NO FISH." 
Largemouth Bass Habitat in Horse and Bntsh Creeks 
Optimal riverine habitat for largemouth baM is characterized by large slow moving rive1'8 
or pools of streams with substrates composed of soft sedimentS, some aquatic vegetation, and 
relatively clear water. Fi1'8t- and 8eCOnd-order streams in e88t-eentral Illinois are generally poor 
habitat. Ho1'8e Creek is an order 4 stream upstream of where it reaches the propoeed lake level of 
571 ft'MSL and maintaill8 its order four cl888ification throughout the proposed inundation area. 
Brush Creek is an order 3 stream upstream of the proposed normal pool; and its confluence with 
Ho1'8e Creek does not increase the order of their combined flow (Warren U. Brigham, INHS, pe1'8. 
comm.). 
Growth of largemouth baM is reduced at dissolved oxygen levels <8 mg/l, and a substantial 
reduction OCCU1'8 below 4 Jng/l; levels below 1.0 mg/l are cOll8idered lethal (Stuber et al. 1982). 
Dissolved oxygen levels in H01'8e and Brush creeks frequently fall to ~2 mg/l in pools in 
midsummer (PAl variable WDOpo01). High levels of suspended solids (>100 ppm) may interfere 
with reproductive processes and reduce growth. Maximum monthly mean levels of suspended 
solids in H01'8e and Brush creeks were >100 ppm (PAl variable WTUMX01). These two habitat 
variables create a very low overall HSI value for the baseline conditioll8 of Ho1'8e and Brush 
creeks. 
Gizzard Shad Habitat in Horse and Brush Creeks 
Gizzard shad can successfully spawn in lakes, but little information is available on riverine 
spawning requirements; thus an HSI model of riverine reproductive requirements has not been 
developed. Baeed on the quality (% vegetation cover) reeluirement of littoral areae in lakes as 
spawning habitats, it is ~sonable to 888ume that Ho1'8e and Brush creeb are of low suitability 88 
. reproductive habitats (Williamson and Nelson 1985). 
Channel-Catfish Habitat in Horse and Brush Creeks 
.. Dissolved oxygen (DO) levels of 5 mg/l are adequate for growth and survival of channel 
catfish, but DO levels of~7 mg/l are optimum. Further, feeding is reduced at levels <5 mg/l and 
DO levels <3 mg/l retard growth (McMahon and Terrell 1982). For these re8801l8, habitats within 
Ho1'8e and Brush creeks will never have an HSI value greater than 0.1 (PAl variable WDOp001) 
unlees wate1'8hed- management practices change drastically. 
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Creek Chub Habitat in Horse and Bl'Wlh Creeks 
Optimal habitat for the creek chub is small, clear, cold l!ltreams with moderate to high
 
gradients, gravel substrate, well-defined riflles, and pools with abundant cover and abundant food
 
(McMahon 1982). Creek chubs are found in streams with gradients of 3 to 23 m/km, but their
 
greatest abundance occurs in gradients ranging from 7 to 13.4 m/km. The stream gradient of
 
Horse Creek is 0.49 m/km (PAl variable WGD01). Reproduction in creek chubs is adversely
 
affected by water temperatures ~11 degrees C, high turbidity, siltation, and low flows. With the
 
exception of short, isolated stream reaches, conditions in Horse and Brush creeks are similar to
 
those described as adversely affecting reproduction in creek chubs.
 
White Crappie Habitat in Horse and Bl'Wlh Creeks 
Optimal habitat for white crappie occurin base-level, low gradient rivers. They have been
 
found at dissolved oxygen concentrations as low as 3.3 mg/l, but rarely found at DO levels of 2.0
 
mgll. A 00 level of 5.0 mg/l describes an adequate lower limit to l!lW!ltain optimal growth and
 
survival. Although white crappie can tolerate high turbidity levels, they appear to avoid' them
 
(Edwards et ai. 1982). For these reasons alone (PAl variables X7V9 and X7V10), Horee and Brush
 
creeks will have almost completely unsuitable HSI values.
 
Potential Changes in Terrestrial Species Habitats Associated with Hunter Lake
 
Drawdown (Worst Case) Scenarios No. 1 and No.2
 
Potential changes in terrestrial habitats as a result of lake drawdown are minimal to non­

existent. Such species as mink and great blue heron might be slightly more successful at finding
 
food due to a temporary exposure of lake bottom (e.g., amphibians and small f18hes trapPed in
 
isolated pools), but these short-lived advantages do not factor into evaluation species models.
 
Forest- and grassland-dwelling species would be unaffected by lake drawdown. For these reasons,
 
comments on potential impacts to habitats due to drawdown scenarios were restricted to aquatic
 
species. .
 
,
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Potential Problems in Maintaining Aquatic Habitat Integrity AsSociated with Hunter 
"i' 
Lake Drawdown (Worst Case) Scenarios No.1 and No.2 
The current spillway design uses uncontrolled flow to maintain a 571 ft lake elevation;
 
however, preliminary designs of a pipe conduit gravity transfer system that would deliver water to
 
,Lake Springfield are still being considered. Further, the preliminary scoping document from City 
Water, Light and Power (CWLP) described a dewatering conduit that would direct the remaining 
storage volume (withdrawal of all water in Hunter Lake) to the City's existing channel dam on the 
South Fork of the Sangamon River for pumpage into Lake Springfield. The HEP Team was asked 
by CWLP to consider two worst-case scenarios of reservoir drawdown. 
, i 
, Worse case scenario no. 1 (PA4) developed by the Hunter Lake HEP Team involved an ,i
annual, July through August, drawdown sufficient to remove 6.6 ft (2 m) of water level from the' ,I flake at 571 ft ~L. This drawdown, equivalent to 25% of the lake's surface area (PA4 variable
 
SRAtiOl), would expose'the entire littoral area of the lake. All macrophytic vegetation in the lake's
 
571 ft MSL littoral zone, established by TYlO, and the cover it pr~vided to f18hes and other aquatic
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life, would no longer be a part of the lake's aquatic environment. The newly created littoral zone 
(area ~2 m deep) at the drawn down elevation of 565 ft. MSL would now cover a larger percentage 
[36%; 361 ha (892 ac)] of the lake area, but would only contain ~2% cover available to f18hes in the 
form of loge and debris on the lake bottom. It is questionable whether even 2% cover would 
remain after 10 years. 
Evaporation rates from the lake contribute to the reduction of lake volume. Seventy-five to 
80 percent of annual evaporation occurs between April and September and more water leaves the 
, surface of water bodies in Illinois than enters them (Neely and Heister 1987). Approximately 30 
percent of the evaporation for an average year takes place during June and July throughout the 
state. Normal expected reductions in the level of Hunter Lake resulting from evaporation would 
reach at least 70 em (27 inches). 
The reduction of lake volume by displacement from sedimentation is another contributory 
factor. Illinois lakes with drainage areas greater than one square mile 1088 water-storage capacity 
by more than 2 percent each year (Neely and Heister 1987). At this rate, a lake would lose about 
50 percent of its capacity within 25 years, but lakes tend to show a decreasing rate of los8 with 
time. All man-made lakes lose storage capacity more rapidly immediately after construction than 
they do later on. Lake Decatur lost about'20 percent of its volume in its first 24 years, 
representing a loss of 3 feet in average depth. Lake Springfield lost 13 percent of its storage 
capacity 49 years after its construction as a result of sedimentation (Skelly et 01. 1992). 
The second worst-case scenario (PA5) developed by the Hunter Lake HEP Team involved a 
drawdown sufficient to remove 6 m (20 ft) of water level from the lake once every 15 years. This 
drawdown, equivalent to a 69% reduction in the lake's surface area would expose 925 ha (2285 ac) 
of the lake's bottom. All macrophytic vegetation in the lake and the bottom cover provided to 
f18hes and other aquatic life would no longer be a part of the lake's aquatic environment. The 
newly created littoral zone (area ~2 m deep) at this drawn down elevation of 550 ft. MSL would 
contain no cover for f18hes. All of the lake (100%) area would also be ~6 m deep, creating the 
potential for a large amount of the remaining water to freeze in areas ~1 m deep. 
If the normal 571 ft MSL lake level is to be manipulated by artificially removing water, 
the timing of drawdown is critical. The PA4 and PA5 scenarios involve drawdown during the 
period of highest mean monthly ambient temperatures (June through August) for Sangamon 
County ,(Figure 7). This period of high temperatures coincides with the period of the lowest mean 
monthly precipitation levels for Sangamon County and the time when evaporation rates are 
greatest. Further, several once-in-50 year droughts (defined as ~50% of normal expected rainfall) 
have occurred in Illinois since 1950. Although no overall trend is apparent in minimum 
precipitation over a 140-year period (1840-1980) in Illinois, the 5-year means exhibited oscillations 
about every 29 years (Illinois Technical Advisory Committee on Water Resources 1967; Changnon 
,and Huff 1980; Neely and Heister 1987). 
If normal amounts of expected precipitation were significantly reduced, it is likely that 
Hunter Lake would not regain its normal pool until spring. The harsh, dry winter environment 
could have adv8l'l!le affects on exposed (non-inundated) macrophytic vegetation shallowly rooted in 
the lake bottom. In addition, areas of deep water with cover that are essential for such f18h 
species as large mouth bass to overwinter successfully' would be limited or non-existent. 
Reductions in the normal pool or-Hunter Lake during the spawning season of certain 
sporttish species could have devastating affects (Figure 7). In the section that follows, some 
potential affects are discussed for four f18h species used as HEP evaluation species: 
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Potential Impacts to Largemouth Bass Population 
Optimal conditioDS for largemouth b888 are lacWltrine habitat!5 with extensive ~25% of 
surface area), shallow ~6 m) areas to support submerged vegetation, but that have 40 to 60% of 
the lake area deep enough (>6 m) to successfully overwinter bass (Stuber et al. 1982). 
Water level fluctuation is assumed to be an important habitat variable because the amount 
of available cover is dependent on fluctuations. Spawning typically begins in the spring (mid-April 
through late May) when the water temperature reaches 12.0 to 15.5 degrees C (Figure 7). Stable 
water levels during spawning are optimal; drawdowns often result in poor survival. Since 
largemouth b888 spawn at depths ranging from 0.15 to 7.5 m, it is assumed that drawdowns > 7.5 
m are uDSuitable for successful embryonic development during spawning. Such reductions in 
water level at Hunter Lake would result in half the original area of lake retaining water that has 
no vegetation or other cover for embryos in a higher risk for predation. Water temperature, . 
another critical factor affecting spawning and incubation; increases in water temperature are 
expected with significant increases in non-vegetated (non-shaded) littoral zone areas. 
For fry, stable to increasing summer water level is desired, because it increases cover 
availability. It is assumed that decreasing (>1 m) water levels would be suboptimal becaWle fry 
would be more susceptible to predation with the decrease in available cover. This is contrary to 
some fisheries managers' findings that stable to decreased water levels concentrated prey, which 
increased feeding and growth rates of adult b888. Thus, stable to decreasing water levels 
concentrate prey for largemouth batss, which increased feeding and growth rates of adult b888. 
Thus stable to slightly negative midsummer fluctuations (0 to 3 m) are considered optimal for 
adult largemouth bass (Stuber et al. 1982). Additionally, slight reductions in lake level, combined 
with appropriate management techniques might be needed to control more aggressive species of 
aquatic vegetation. 
Potential Impacts to Gizzard Shad Populations 
Moderate to heavy predation by large game fIShes, fluctuating water levels, deep clear 
water, and steep shorelines tend to be associated with lower gizzard shad populations (Williamson 
and Nelson 1985); 
Gizzard shad begin spawning in spring and early summer (late March through May; Figure 
7) principally in low gradient tributaries or ditches. Large spawning aggregations can move 
upstream as far as water depth will allow to spawn in shallow water. Spawning frequently 
. extends over a period of two weeks and may continue for two months if conditions are favorable. 
Spawning activity is triggered by rapidly rising water level and increasing water
 
temperature: low water level and low water temperature in spring and early summer adversely
 
affect spawning success. In lakes gizzard shad prefer to spawn in protected shallow water coves
 
and backwaters, along the shoreline, and near the surface in water 0.3 to 1.6 m deep.
 
Three variables are common to areas with the greatest abundance of gizzard shad larvae: 
little or no water current; water depth>1 m; and little or no fluctuation in water level. Siltation of 
near shore spawning and nurserY ~reas and associated increases in suspended solids of up to 675 
mgll in the upper end of the reservoir had a negative effect on these habitats (Williamson and 
Nelson 1985). 
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Figure 7. Spawning eeason (bold bare) of r18hee selected as evaluation species during the Hunter 
Lake HEP study, shown in relation to temperature (mean, maximum, and'minimum) 
and mean monthly precipitation for Sangamon County, Illinois from March through 
October. Percent littoral zone of the proposed lake is indicated for a normal pool 
elevation of 571 MSL (March through June and September through October) and for a 
2-m (6.5-ft) drawdown during July and August. 
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I	 Potential Impacts to Channel Catfish Populations 
Percent littoral area is an important component to reproductive l!!IUcceee in the channel 
catfil!!lh becaUl!!le aU life l!!Itaget'l of this l!!Ipecies Ul!!Ie cover found in the littoral area. It il!!I al!!Il!!Iumed thatI	 at least 20% of lake or reservoir surface area should conl!!list of areal!!l <5 m deep to provide 
adequate areas for spawning, fry and juvenile development, and feeding for channel catf18h. 
Channel catf18h spawn in late spring and early summer (generally late May through mid-July)I	 when water temperature reaches about 21 degrees C (Figure 7). Spawning is greatly inhibited if 
suitable nesting cover is unavailable. 
I	 Neste in large impoundments generally occur among rubble and boulders along protected 
I 
shorelines at depths of about 2-4 m. Embryo production and survival in reservoirs will probably be 
high in areal!!l that are not subject to disturbance by heavy wave action or rapid water drawdown. 
Channel catf18h fry have strong shelter-seeking tendencies and cover availability is important in 
determining habitat suitability. 
Channel catfish seek cover consisting of boulders and debris in deep water al!!II	 overwintering habitat. Deep pools and areas :s.5 m deep with ~40% suitable cover are assumed to 
be optimum. Suspended solids >25 ppm, but <100 may somewhat moderate the need for fIXed 
cover (McMahan and Terrell 1982).I 
Potential Impacts to White Crappie Populations 
I 
I Cover in the form of vegetation, submerged logs, or brul!!lh is an important reproduction 
variable because spawning success seems to depend on the availability of some cover. Although 
spawning may begin as early as March, it more typically occurs during May and June when water· 
temperature reaches 13-14 degrees C (Figure 7) (Edwards et ai. 1982). Males construct and guard 
nests over a variety of substrates in littoral areal!!l of lakes and reservoirs near vegetation or other 
cover. Nests have been observed at average depths from 0.1 to 4.2 m. 
I 
I Because of the preference of adult white crappie to move to deeper water after spawning, 
too much littoral area is assumed to be suboptimum to unsuitable. Optimal lacustrine habitat for 
white crappie is characterized by warm (>20 degrees C) surface water; moderately turbid waters 
(<100 JTU); abundant cov~r (>25% of littoral area) in the form of aquatic vegetation, brush, and 
trees; extensive littoral zone .~15% of total area); and TDS levels of 100-350 ppm. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
CONCLUSIONS
 
Land and Water Resources Mitigation MeasUres and Management Strategies Intended to 
Enhance Fish and Wildlife Habitat Values Within the Hunter Lake HEP Project Area 
Mitigation of project impacts will necessitate implementation of habitat management 
. techniques to increase the value of poet-project habitats for f15h and wildlife as well as the 
recreational experience. Opportunities must be identified within the project area and within the 
authority and operational flexibility of the project sponsor to accomplish this. 
Any Consideration of mitigation must include the Resource Goals and Objectives 
identified during the HEP study. In particular, forested and wetland habitats have been identified 
as requiring special consideration because of their increasing scarcity in the state or region and 
their high value to a variety of species, many of which are themeelve8 becoming scarce or scarcer. 
To reiterate, the HEP analysis illustrated that 'with project' alternatives will result in the
 
direct loss of upland forest [60 ha (148 ac), floodplain forest [630 ha (1558 ac)], wetlands [>200 ha
 
(>490 ac)] and grassland [141 ha (348 ac). Over time, the areas of forests and grasslands will
 
change given natural succession (i.e., the forest will increase and the grassland will diSappear).
 
The management alternative is much better than natural succession. 
With project' alternatives were evaluated during the Hunter HEP study to show the
 
difference between terrestrial habitat management (PA3, PA4, and PA5) and natural succession
 
. (PA2). The management techniques included in these alternatives consisted primarily of tree 
planting and standard forest management practices over the life of the project. In this regard, the . 
term 'management' is used in a general sense and lacks the fine tuning necessary if we were to 
target a particular species or species guild. Consequently, the HEP analysis must be viewed as 
providing a general comparison of 'with' and 'without' management rather than as an evaluation of 
specific management techniques or of a comprehensive management plan. 
To fine tune these management strategies, it is best to look at the individual habitat 
variables in the HSI models, particularly those for the 'with project' evaluation. In those instances 
where a particular suitability index scored low, it can be considered as an element to be managed 
to raise habitat suitability·to the species. 
For example, the bobwhite quail model reveals that this species requires an interspersion 
of open grassland, shrubland, cropland, and woodland habitats. This species demonstrated large 
losses in alternative PA2 (natural succession/without management) because the grassland habitat 
was taken over by trees and eventually ceased to exist. A management strategy for the quail, 
then, would include maintenance of open grassland habitat. Such variables as the 'percent of 
herbaceous canopy cover', the 'average height of the herbaceous canopy cover', and the 'proportion 
ofherb8:ceous canopy cover that consists of grass' (50% = optimum in each case) could represent 
management obj~tives for the grassland habitat type. This can be repeated with each variable of 
each species that was evaluated. 
.. While fISheries values demonstrate significant increasee due to the large increase of 
aquatic habitat, from 14.6 ha (36 ac) to 1,340 ha (3,311 ac), the aquatic resource will require a 
significant amount of reservoir management to offset the detrimental effects of sedimentation, 
natural water level fluctuations, and water quality degradation (i.e., substantial reductions in 
volume). 
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I 
I	 The HEP Team does not advocate simply trading one habitat type for another; in this C88e 
I
 
forested palWltrine wetlands (floodplain foreste) and other wetlands for man-made lacWltrine
 
wetlands. It is incumbent on project planners to strive to maxiniize values for all species,
 
particularly those identified in the resource goals and objectives of this HEP study.
 
I
 
The HEP Team recommends that the project sponsor enter into discussions with the
 
Illinois Department of Conservation (I00C) and/or the Illinois Natural History Survey (INHS) to
 
develop detailed habitat management recommendations for both aquatic and te~trial habitats. 
I Generalized Recommendations for Resource Management Used During the Hunter 
Lake HEP Study
I 1. Convert 890 ha (2199 ac) cropland within the project area to forest, leaving 160 ha (395 ac) of 
cropland to manage for optimal wildlife habitats. 
I 2. Convert 61 ha (151 ac) of grassland within the project area to forest, leaving 240 lul (593 ac) of 
graB8land to manage for optimal wildlife habitats. 
I 3. Convert highly erodable marginal lands identified by Iverson et 01. (1992) to protective cover types of graB8land or forest to minimize impacts to aquatic resources as a result of 
bank erosion and sedimentation. 
I 
I 4. Within forest cover types, management practices favoring oak/hickory forest community types 
combined with suppression of maple will increase habitat values for a number of wildlife 
species. 
5.	 Allowing an increase in the percent canopy closure of trees (VCVTR01) would be beneficial to 
certain wildlife species. 
6.	 Management practices designed to increase the expected average annual increase in diameter­
at-breast-height of trees (VDBTR01) are recommended since Iverson et aI. (1989) reported 
that rates of annual tree growth in Sangamon County are slower than growth rates for 
other Illinois counties. I	 . 
, 7. Manage forests to provide percent tree canopy cover mast-producing species (VRCHM01) >40% 
by planting native inaSt-producing species. 
8. Percent cover of ground litter (VCVLT01) for grassland habitats could be enhanced to optimal I «60% cover) for northern bobwhite quail by seasonal burning at proper intervals. Burning also encouragee grasses/forhe that are preferred food and cover for many wildlife species. 
I 9. Manage gr888land conversion to grass-legume mixed to provide an abundant fall/winter food source (UAPCR01) for l5eed-eating wildlife species. 
•
•
10. Alter annual crop management practicel!l (UAPAP01); if it is not feasible to leave crop 
unharvested, then prohibit post-harvest plowing or any other practice that might remove 
surface residue (ground cover) and increase el"OBion. 
•
39 
• 
11.	 Maintain annual agricultural crop rotation (UAPCR01) between corn and soybean or other 
preferred foods of wildlife epeciee (e.g., sorgham). 
12.	 Take immediate poet-conetruction meaeuree to minimize shoreline erosion and encourage the . 
eetabliehment of aquatic macrophytee. 
13. Limit outboard motor W5e to <10 horsepower or electric motors only. 
14.	 Limit developed access points to minimize dieturbance to wildlife while maximizing habitat 
size. 
15.	 Prohibit or greatly minimize tree clearing during reservoir conetruction, particularly in the 
littoral zone, to provide cover for fishee and potential neet eites for wood ducks and other 
cavity-neeting speciee. 
16.	 Drawdown the reservoir level only when absolutely necel!!l8ary to maintain public drinking 
water suppliee. 
AI 
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NWICODE 
PEMA 
PEMAf 
PEMC 
PEMCd 
PEMCh 
PEMF 
PFOl 
PFOlA 
PFOlC 
PEM/SSlA 
PSSlA 
PSSlAx 
PUBF 
PUBFh 
PUBFx 
PUBGh 
PUBGx 
R2UBH 
R2UBHx 
R4SBF 
R4SBFx 
NATIONAL WETLAND INVENTORY (NWI) 1988
 
DESCRIPI'IONS OF WETLANDS USED IN TABLE 2
 
DESCRIPTION 
Palustrine, emergent, temporarily flooded
 
Palustrine, emergent, temporarily flooded, farmed
 
Palustrine, emergent, seasonally flooded
 
Palustrine, emergent, seasonally flooded, beaver
 
Palustrine, emergent, seasonally flooded, diked/impounded
 
Palustrine, emergent, semipermanently flooded
 
Palustrine, forested, broad-leaved deciduous 
Palustrine, forested, broad-leaved deciduous, temperarily flooded 
Palustrine, forested, broad-leaved deciduous, seasonally flooded 
Palustrine, emergent/scrub-schrub, broad-leaved deciduous, temporarily flooded 
Palustrine, scrub-schrub, broad-leaved deciduous, temporarily flooded 
Palustrine, scrub-schrub, broad-leaved deciduous, te~porarily flooded, excavated 
Palustrine, unconsolidated bottom, semipermanently flooded 
Palustrine, unconsolidated bottom, semipermanently flooded, diked/impounded 
Pal\i8trine, unconsolidated bottom, semipermanently flooded, excavated 
Palustrine, unconsolidated bottom, intermittently expoeed, diked/impounded 
Palustrine, unconsolidated bottom, intermittently exposed, excavated 
Riverine, lower perennial, unconsolidated bottom, permanently flooded 
Riverine, lower perennial, unconsolidated bottom, permanently flooded, excavated 
Riverine, intermittent, streambed, semiperanently flooded 
Riverine, intermittent, streambed, semiperanently flooded, excavated 
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•
APPENDIXB•
SOURCE DOCUMENTATION AND DESCRIPTION OF AQUATIC MODEL VARIABLES 
• 
LAKESn•
·Source Variable 
GIS SRADP03 - % lake area <6m deep 
GIS SRAli01 - % littoral area (i.e. rooted plante in August) 
1,9 TGS01 - length (days) agri. growing season (btwn. 1st & last frost) 
2,3 WDOMX02 - max dissolv. oxygen in epilimnion (mgll)~	 2,3 WDOli01 - min di88olv. oxgyen in littoral areas (mgll)
 2 WDS01 - mean total di880lved solide (ppm)
 
2 WDSGS01 - total dissolved solide during growing season (ppm)
 
na WDSI001 - ratio of ionic conc. sulf+chlor to carb+bicarb
 
•
~ 4,5 WFR01 - storage ratio (reev. vol./mean annual diecharge)
 
5 WREGS01- mean water level fluxuation during growing eeason
 
na WSAMX01- max salinity (ppt)
 
na WSAMX05 - max salinity during spring and summer (ppt)
 
2 WTENS02 - mean water temp., weekly, in epiliminion (C) 
2,3 WTEli02 - mean water temp., littoral areas, during growing 5ea8. 
2 WTUMX01 - max mean monthly turbidity (JTU)/II
•
•

2 WTUMX03 - max mean monthly suspended BOlide during growing seas.
 
2,3,4 X1l2V5 - water level during spawning/embryo (coded in model)
 
2 X1l2V6 - mean weekly temp. in tribe/upper lake/reev. during spawn
 
1,3,GIS X112V7a - % area vegetated and <2m deep during spawning seas.
 
1 X1l2V7b - acce88 to spawning tributariee
 
"..' . na X16V14 - max salinity dunng spawning and incubation (ppt)
 
.... .,.,", . 
•
 
1 X16V15 - subst., poole, littoral (l=bou;2=sand;3=silt/clay;4=grav)
 
1,4,5 Xl6V17 - max water level flux during spawning (embryo)
 
1 Xl6V3 - % bottom cover, poole, backw., littoral (adults & juv)
 
1 X16V4 - % bottom cover, poole, backw., littoral (fry)
 
1,5 X16V6b - min di550lved oxygen during midsummer in littoral (coded)

•
•

2,3 X16V7 - pH range during growing season (class)
 
2,3 X16V9 - mean weekly temp. poole & littoral areas (spawning & incub)
 
2,3 X2V10 - ave. water temp. poole, backw., littoral (embryonic devel)
 
1,4,5 X2V17 - max re8V. flushing rate while fry preeent

' .., .• 
1,3	 X2V2b - %: cover during summer in littoral 
""CO; .-.,-' ., 
RIVERn 
1 SRApo01 - % riverine cover t.s that are poole & backw. 
1 SSHr02 - % water area shaded between 1000 & 1430 hreIII 
• 
1 SWLrc01 - mean width of river or stream (m) 
1,7 VCVSB01 - % canopy cover of treee on streambanb 
1,7 YCVSB02 - % canopy cover shrube on streambanb 
1,7 VCVSB03 - % canopy cover herbs on streambanks 
5,8 WOOMN01 - min dissolved oxygen (mgll)~.',' 5,8 WDOpo01 - min dissolved oxygen in poole & backw. (mgll) 
~• 1 WGD01- stream gradient (m/km) 
1 WPr01 - dominant pool class (coded MASTERAQ.HLB page 3-27) 
na WSAMX05 - max salinity during spring and summer (ppt) 
1,6 WTE01-meanwatertemp 
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APPENDIX B (continued) I 
1,6 WTESP01 .. mean water temp during spring
 
1,6 wrEpoOl - mean water temp in pools and backw. areas
 I 
1 WI'UMX01 - max mean monthly turbidity (JTU)
 
1 WVE01 • mean current velocity (cm/s)
 
1 WVEP001 - mean current velocity pools and backw. areas (cm/e)
 II1 WVERU01 - mean current velocity riftles and runs (cm/e)
 
1,6 X2V10 - ave. water temp. in pools, backw., and littoral areas
 
1 X2V18 - ave. current vel. in cover areas during ave. summer flow
 
1 X2V2a - % cover during summer in pools & backw. areas
 
1 X2V4 • substrate type in river (coded in model)
 •1 X4V10 - substrate type in stream during summer (coded in model)
 
5,8 X4V12 • min dissolved oxygen during summer (adult, fry & juv)
 
1 X4V17 - substrate index & embeddedness/compaction (model formula)
 
1 X4V18 - vel. along stream edge during ave. summer flow (fry) (cm/s)
 •
1 X4V20 - ave max stream depths during ave summer flow
 
1 X4V3 - % cover in pools & runs, summer
 
1 X4V4 - access to larger warmer streams (coded in model)
 •
1 X4V8 - pH range during the year (coded in model)
 
1,6 X7V10 • dissolv. oxygen backw. & littoral, spawning (coded)
 
1 X7V2 - % cover pools & littoral areas during summer
 •1 X7V5 - pH range during year (coded in model)
 
1,6 X7V8 - mean temp backw. & littoral areas during spawning
 
5,8 X7V9 - min dissolv. oxygen in midsummer (adult, fry, juv) (coded)
 •
GIS=Geographic Information System at the Illinois Natural History Survey
 
l=HEP team (including consultants) data measurements in field .2!: the HEP Team's (including
 •
knowledgable consultants) combined professional opinions or judgements
 
2=Larimore, R. W., and J. A. Tranquilli. 1981. The Lake Sa:ngchris Study: case history of an
 
Illinois cooling lake. IL Natur. Hist. Surv. Bull. 32(4):737pp
 •3=Hinsman, W. J., and T. M. Skelly. 1987. Clean lakes program, phase I diagnostic/feasibility
 
study for the Lake Springfield restoration plan. City Water, Light and Power. Springfield,
 IIIllinois. 183pp + appendicies 
.4=Crawford, Murphy and Tilly, Inc. Hunter Lake Sediment and Nutrient Budget Report. City 
Water Power & Light. Draft Report, July 1991 
5=City Water Power & Light data (Petitioner's exhibit 33 dated Oct. 26, 1988) II 
6=Wetzel, M. J. (pers. comm.), INHS, preimpoundment water quality data
 
7=lverson et al. 1989
 
8=Wiley, Osborne, & Larimore 1990
 II 
9=Neely and Heister 1987 
II 
II 
•
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•
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•
 
SOURCE DOCUMENTATION AND DESCRIPTION OF TERRESTRIAL MODEL 
VARIABLES . 
*Source Variable 
GIS SAR101 - surface area lake or resv. at listed elev. (ha) 
GIS 8ED01 - length of shoreline (km) 
2 88001- soil moisture class (coded MASTERTR.HLB page 3-19) 
1 TFRDP01 - % year with surface water present within cover type 
1 UAPAP01 - ann. crop mgnt. practice (coded MASTERTR.HLB page 3-20) 
1 UAPCR01 - type of crop (coded MASTERTR.HLB page 3-21) 
2 VCVHE01 - % canopy cover herbe (non-woody; gr8B8e8 & forbe) 
1,2 VCVLT01 - % ground surface bare or covered with litter >5cm deep 
1,2 VCVLT03 - % ground surface covered by litter >lcm deep . 
2 VCVSH07 - % canopy cover shrubs <2m tall 
2 VCVTR01 - % canopy cover treee 
1,2 VCVW002 - % canopy cover trees and shrube within 100m of wet. edge 
2,3,7 VDBTR01 - mean dbh overstory trees (cm) 
2,3 VDBTR03 - Mean dbh pine & oak trees >25.4 em dbh 
2,6 VDNDB01 - density (#{ha) pine & oak trees >25.4 cm dbh 
2,6 VDN8H02 - density (#/ha) woody stems >lm tall (trees and shrubs) 
3 VDN8N02 - density (#/ha) of snags 10-25 cm dbh 
2 VHTHE01 - mean height herb canopy (cm) 
2,8,9 VHTTR01 - mean height overstory trees (m) 
2 VRCGR01 - % herb cover that is grasses 
2 VRCHM01 - % tree canopy cover hard mast producing species 
2 VSDHM01 - # hard mast producing species with canopy cover >1% 
1,2 X104V1 - % canopy cover of bobwhite preferred herb. food plants 
1 X127V6 - % cover for mink within 1m of waters edge 
1,3,7 X43V1 - density (#/ha) potn. suit. tree cavities 
1 X43V2 - density (#/ha) nest boxes 
1 X43V4 - % water surface covered by potn. brood cover 
1 X99V1 - distance between potn.· nest sites & foraging areas (km) 
1, GIS X99V2 - presence of water body with suit. prey pop. & suit. subst. 
1 X99V3 - presence of disturb-free zone of 100m around for. area 
1 X99V4 - presence of treeland cover type within 250m of wetland 
1 X99V5 - presence of 250m (land) or 150m (water) disturb-free zone 
1 X99V6 - prox. of potn. nest site to active nest site (km) 
GIS=Geographic Information System at the Illinois Natural History Survey 
1=HEP' team (including consultants) data measurements in field gr the HEP Team's (including 
knowledgeable consultanUl) combined professional opinions or judgements 
2=Iverson et al. forest plot data for Hunter Lake environmental assessment 
3=GardnerIHofmann plot data for the Hunter Lake Myotis sodalis environmental assessment· 
6=John Taft, unpublished data 
7=Meyer 1953 
8=Solecki 1982 
9=Fralish 1988 
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APPENDIXDI 
SUMMARY OF MACROPHYTE DEVELOPMENT IN LAKE SANGCHRIS I (_ Appendix E for species spelling and common names) 
I 
1963 project began 
1966 project completed 
1969 First vegetation survey (Limnetics, Inc. 1972), seven aquatic plants recorded. 
Emergents only in sheltered bays. 
N. minor formed continuous band around I!lhoreline, limited by severe shoreline erosion.I S. latifolia abundant along shoreline.
 T. latifolia and and Eleocharis I!lp. uncommon.
 
N. lutea recorded in only a few bays
 
I
 P. nodosus limited to small area.
 1973 Plants occurred in areas of shoreline that were beginning to stabilize and were protected from 
current and wind-generated waves. 
N. minor recorded at only 4 sites.
 I P. nodosus extended considereably.
 
N. lutea spread to several new sites. 
Eleocharis sp. quite common along the shoreline.
I 1974 Bays were beginning to develop vascular plant communities and associations.
 P. nodosus had colonized the entire lake.
 
N. lutea had established extensive beds in the bays of the cooling loop.
 
1975 Greater increase in wet-eoil plimts in upper beach areas.
I N. minor was abundant again and hampered boat operation in shallow bays.
 
N. lutea occurred in impenetrable masses in some bays.
 
1976 Associations within bays becoming more complex and better developed.
I Continued development in wet-eoil plant establishment on beaches.
 
•

Plants developing extensive (thick) beds lessened the impact of waves upon the shoreline.
 
After 12 years, only three hyphydates (submerged leaf plants) occurred in the lake: C. demersum, 
N. minor, and P. pectinatus. These plants have a deep-water adaptation for increased 
•
•
photosynthesis in low-light habitats. The absence of broadleaf hyphydates in Lake 
Sangchris is another indication of the limited photic zone. 
The Ephydates (floating-leaf plants) rooted in the sediments have at least some 
leaves floating on the water surface and are somewhat sensitive to current and wave action 
•
and are usually found only in protected areas. Only two ephydates found in Lake 
Sangchris: B. rotu1ulifolia and P. nodosus. Vulnerability of Sangchris to wind-generated 
waves a factor limiting the colonization of this group of plants. 
The hyperhydates (emergent plants) are rooted in the sediments but have major 
portion of vegetation above water surface; they require shelter from wind and wave action 
and usually occur in bays. Four of these, S. calycinus, N. lutea, S. latifolia, and T. 
•
•
latifolia, make up the major portion of the aquatic vegetation in Sangchris and provide 
valuable food and habitat for wildlife. 
A coccinea, E. acicularis, E. obtusa, E. smallii, and S. validus have demonstrated 
their ability to maintain themselves and spread once they have become established. These 
plants and the emergents playa significant role in reducing shoreline eJ'08ion. 
I 
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LIST OF AQUATIC MACROPHYTES RESONABLY EXPECTED TO POPULATE HUNTER 
LAKE WITIDN 30 YEARS 
Baeopa rotundifolia (water hyssop) 
Najas minor (brittle naiad) 
Nelumbo lutea (American lotus) 
Potamogeton nodosus (American pondweed) 
Potamogeton pectinatus (sago pondweed) 
Sagittaria latifolia (duck potato) 
Sagittaria calycinus (arrowhead) 
Typha latifolia (cattail) 
Eleocharis sp. (spike rush) 
Ceratophyllum ckmersum (submerged hornwort) 
Ammanma coccinea (spike rush) 
Eleocharis acicularis (spike rush) 
Eleocharis obtusa (spike rush) 
Eleocharis smallii (spike rush) 
SCirpU8 validus (soft stem bullrush) 
Ludwigia peploicks (creeping water primrose) 
•I
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
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I APPENDIXF
 
FORM B DATA, HABITAT UNITS, HUNTER LAKE REP STUDY 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1·;1 Ii 
I ·'··1: 
1·,1 i 
I·.····,:"
•
j 
50 
• 
Fo=~ s: Habitat U~its Ja~e: 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
Target Year: a 
Evaluation Species Area Habitat Habitat 
ID# Name of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
I CHICKADEE 1112.00 2 THRASHER 5.00 0.05 0.25 : 0.96 :067.52 3 GRAY SQUIRREL 1112.00 0.27 300.24 
4 MINK 989.00 0.72 712.08 
5 G. B. HERON 279.00 0.32 89.28I 6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 3110.00 0.48 1492.80 
I 
7 WOOD DUCK 279.00 0.08 22.32 
8 G. SHAD 14.60 0.00 0.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 14.60 0.10 :.46 
10 CREEK CHUB 14.60 0.04 0.58 
~1 L. M. BASS 14.60 0.10 :.46 
12 W. CRAPPIE 14.60 0.10 :.46 
I 
~orm B: Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
I Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS Action: FA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
Target Year: 1 
I Evaluation Species Area Habitat Habitat ID# Name of Habitat Suitabili ty Index Units 
I 1 CHICKADEE 1112.00 0.96 1067.52 2 THRASHER 5.00 0.05 0.25 3 GRAY SQUIRREL 1112.00 0.27 300.24 
4 MINK 989.00 0.72 71~.08 
5 G. B. HERON 279.00 0.32 89.28I 6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 3110. 00 0.48 1492.80 
I 
7 WOOD DUCK 279.00 0.08 22.32 
8 G. SHAD 14 .60 0.00 0.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 14.60 0.10 1.46 
10 CREEK CHUB 14.60 0.04 0.58 
11 L. M. BASS 14.60 0.10 1.46 
12 W. CRAPPIE 14.60 0.10 1. 46 
I 
Form B: Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992
I Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS Action: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
Target Year: 3 
I Evaluation Species Area Habitat Habitat ID# Name of Habitat Sui tabU i ty Index Units
• 
I 1 CHICKADEE 1112:00 0.96 1067.52 2 THRASHER 5.00 0.06 0.30 3 GRAY.SQUIRREL 1112.00 0.30 ~33.60 
4 MINK 989.00 0.75 741.75 
5 G. B. HERON 279.00 . 0.32 89.28I 6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 3110. 00 0.48 1492.80 
I 
7 WOOD DUCK 279.00 0.08 22.32 
8 G. SHAD 14.60 0.00 0.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 14.60 0.10 1.46 
10 CREEK CHUB 14.60 0.04 0.58 
11 L. M. BASS 14.60 0.10 1.46 
12 W. CRAPPIE 14.60 0.10 1.46 
I
 
I
 
I 
Form s: ~abita~ U~its	 :late: J 5' 1 2 .' : 992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 {without project} BASELINE 
Target Year: 10
 
Evaluation Species 
1D# Name 
1 CHICKADEE 
2 THRASHER 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 
4 MINK 
5 G. B. HERON 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 
7 WOOD DUCK 
8 G. SHAD 
9 CHANNEL CAT 
10 CREEK CHUB 
11 L. M. BASS 
12 W. CRAPPIE 
Form B: Habitat Units 
Area
 
of Habitat
 
1101.00 
5.00 
1101.00 
989.00 
279.00 
3110.00 
279.00 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
Target Year: 25
 
Evaluation Species
 
ID# 
1
 
2
 
3
 
4
 
5
 
6
 
7
 
8
 
9
 
10
 
11
 
12
 
Form B: 
Name 
CHICKADEE 
THRASHER 
GRAY SQUIRREL 
MINK 
G. B. HERON 
BOBWHITE QUAIL 
WOOD DUCK 
G. SHAD 
CHANNEL CAT 
CREEK CHUB 
L. M. BASS 
W. CRAPPIE 
Habitat Units 
Habitat Habitat I
Suitability Index Units 
0.94 1034.94 
0.10	 0.50 I
0.30 330.30 
0.82 810.98 
0.32	 89.28 
0.40 1244.00 I
0.11	 30.69 
0.00	 0.00 
0.10	 1.46 
0.04	 0.58 I
0.10	 1. 46
 
0.10	 1. 46
 
Date: 05/12/1992 
I
 
Area Habitat Habitat I

of Habitat SUitability Index Units 
1077.00 0.92 990.84 
5.00 0.10	 0.50 I
1077.00 0.45 484.65 
989.00 0.91 899.99 
279.00 0.32 89.28 
3110.00 0.21 653.10 I
279.00 0.19	 53.01 
14.60 0.00	 0.00 
14.60 0.10	 1.46 
14.60 0.04	 0.58 I
14.60 0.10	 1.46 
14.60 0.10	 1. 46
 
I
 
Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 {without project} BASELINE 
Target Year: 50
 
Evaluation Species 
ID# Name 
1 CHICKADEE 
2 THRASHER 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 
4 MINK 
5 G. B. HERON 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 
..	 7 WOOD DUCK 
8 G. SHAD 
9 CHANNEL CAT 
10 CREEK CHUB 
11 L. M. BASS 
12 W. CRAPPIE 
Area
 
of Habitat·
 
1055.00 
5.00 
1055.00 
989.00 
279.00 
3110.00 
279.00 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
Habitat.
 
Suitability Index
 
0.a7 
0.11 
0.38 
0.92 
0.32 
0.36 
0.20 
0.00 
0.10 
0.04 
0.10 
0.10 
I
 
Habitat I
 
Units 
917.85 
0.55 I
 
400.90 
909.88 
89.28 
1119.60 I
55.80 
0.00 
1.46 I
0.58 1.46 
1.46 
I
 
I 
I 
I 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
Target Year: 100 
I Evaluation Species ID# Name 
1 CHICKADEEI 2 THRASHER 3 GRAY SQUIRREL 
f 
4 !'lINK 
5 G. 3. HERON 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 
7 WOOD DUCK 
8 G. SHAD 
9 CHANNEL CAT 
10 CREEK CHUB 
11 L. M. BASS 
12 W. CRAPPIE 
r 
Form B: Habitat Units 
Area 
of Habitat 
999.00 
5.00 
999.00 
989.00 
279.00 
3110.00 
279.00 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Target Year: o 
Evaluation Species 
Action: PA 2 (with·project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
ID# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
~l 
12 
Name 
CHICKADEE 
THRASHER 
GRAY SQUIRREL 
MINK 
G. B. HERON 
BOBWHITE QUAIL 
WOOD DUCK 
G. SHAD 
CHANNEL CAT 
CREEK CHUB 
....
T M. BASS 
W. CRAPPIE 
Form B: Habitat Units 
Habitat Habitat 
Suitability Index Units 
0.87 869.13 
0.11 0.55 
0.38 379.62 
0.92 909.8~ 
0.32 89.28 
0.36 1119.60 
0.20 55.80 
0.00 0.00 
0.10 :.46 
0.04 0.58 
0.10 1. 46 
0.10 1.46 
Date: 05/1211992 
Area
 
of Habitat
 
1112.00 
5.00 
1112.00 
989.00 
279.00 
3110.00 
279.00 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
Habitat Habitat 
·Suitability Index Units 
0.96 1067.52 
O.OS 0.25 
0.27 300.24 
0.72 712.08 
0.32 89.28 
O. .a 1492.80 r 
\0.08 22.32 
0.00 0.00 
0.10 1. 46 
0.04 0.58 
0.10 1.46 
0.10 1. ~6 
Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
Target Year: 1 
Evaluation Species 
ID# Name 
1 CHICKADEE 
2 THRASHER 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL . 
4 MINX 
5 G. B. HERON 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 
7 WOOD DUCK 
·8 G. SHAD 
9 CHANNEL CAT 
10 CREEK CHUB 
11 L. M. BASS 
12 W. CRAPPIE 
Area
 
of Habitat
 
422.00 
5.00 
422.00 
1520.00 
155.00 
1778.00 
403.00 
1340.00 
1340.00 
0.00 
1340.00 
1340.00 
Habitat Habitat 
Suitability Index Units 
0.96 405.12 
0.05 0.25 
0.30 126.60 
0.61 92.7.20 
0.32 ·49.60 
0.46 817.88 
0.02 8.06 
0.60 804.00 
0.89 1192.60 
0.00 0.00 
.0.40 536.00 
0.41 ·549.40 
Form B: ~abitat Units ~a~e: 85 ':'2. :392 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
Target Year: 3 
Evaluation Speoies Area Habitat Habitat 
ID# Name of Habitat SUitability Index Units 
1 . CHICKADEE 422.00 0.96 . 405.12 
2 THRASHER 5.00 0.06 0.30 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 422.00 0.36 151.92 
4 MINK 1520.00 0.65 988.00 
5 G. B. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.60 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 1778.00 0.78 1386.84 
7 WOOD :lUCK 403.00 0.04 16.12 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 
T11 .... M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
Form B: Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
Target Year: 10 
~valuation Species Area Habitat HabitatIi !:l# Name of Habitat Suitability Index UnitsI' 
I' 1 CHICKADEE 422.00 0.94 396.68j! 
2 THRASHER 1279.00 0.10 127.90! 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 422.00 0.50 211. 001 4 MINK 1520.00 0.73 1109.60 
5 G. B. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.60 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 1778.00 0.63 1120.14 
7 WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.19 76.571 8 G.SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.89 1192.60I, 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11 M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00. L. 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.41 549.401 
I 
~. 
I Form B: Habitat Units :late: 05/12/1992 
JStudy Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
.~ction: PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
Target Year: 25 IEvaluation Species Area Habitat ~abitat 
ID# Name of Habitat sUitability Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE 1265.00 0.92 1163.80 
2 THRASHER 192.00 0.14 26.88 J 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 1265.00 0.45 569.25 
4 MINK 1520.00 .0.87 1322.40 
5 G. B. HERON 155.0'0 0.32 49.60 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 1457.00 0.12 174.84 I 
7 WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.19 76.57 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.89 1192:60 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 
11 L. M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
I
 
I
 
•
•
• 
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 
HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESSStudy Name:
 Action:
 
Target Year: 50
 
Area Habitat HabitatEvaluation Species 
of Habitat Suitability Index UnitsID# Name 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
11II 10 12 
Form B: 
II
 
CHICKADEE 
THRASHER 
GRAY SQUIRREL 
MINK 
G. B. HERON 
BOBWHITE QUAIL 
WOOD DUCK 
G. SHAD 
CHANNEL CAT 
CREEK CHUB 
L. ~. BASS 
W. CRAPPIE 
Habitat Units 
1328.00 0.87 
129.00 0.11 
1328.00 0.38 
1520.00 0.88 
155.00 0.32 
1457.00 0.60 
403.00 0.19 
1340.00 0.60 
1340.00 0.82 
0.00 0.00 
1340.00 0.40 
1340.00 0.41 
Date: 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
Target Year: 100 
Evaluation Species 
ID# Name 
1 CHICKADEE 
2 'THRASHER 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 
4 MINK 
5 G., B. HERON 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 
7 WOOD DUCK 
8 G. SHAD 
9 CHANNEL CAT 
10 CREEK CHUB 
11 L. M. BASS 
12 W. CRAPPIE 
Form B: Habitat Units 
Action: PA 3 (with project) 
Target Year: o 
Evaluation Species 
IO# Name 
1 CHICKADEE
 
2 THRASHER
 
3 GRAX SQUIRREL
 
4 MINK
 
5 G. B. HERON
 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL
 
7 WOOD DUCK
 
8 G. SHAD
 
9 CHANNEL CAT
 
10 CREEK CHUB
 
...11 ..... M. BASS 
12 W. CRAPPIE 
Area 
of Habitat 
1265.00 
129.00 
1328.00 
1520.00 
155.00 
1457.00 
403.00 
1340.00 
1340.00 
0.00 
1340.00 
1340.00 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
1155.36 
14 .19 
504.64 
1337.60 
49.60 
874.20 
76.57 
804.00 
1098.80 
0.00 
336.00 
549.40 
05/12/1992 
Habitat
 
Suitability Index
 
0.87 
0.11 
0.38 
0.88 
0.32 
0.60 
0.19 
0.60 
0.82 
0.00 
0.40 
0.41 
Habitat 
Units 
1100.55 
14 .19 
504.64 
1337.60 
49.60 
874.20 
76.57 
804.00 
1098.80 
0.00 
536.00 
549.40 
Date: 05/12/1992 
LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
1112.00 0.96 1067.52 
5.00 0.05 0.25 
1112.00 0.27 300.24 
989.00 0.72 712.08 
279.00 0.32 89.28 
3110.00 0.48 1492.80 
279.00 0.08 22.32 
14.60 0.00 0.00 
14.60 0.10 1.46 
14.60 0.04 0.58 
14.60 0.10 1.46 
14.60 0.10 1.46 
~,; 
I 
Ja'::e: 
Study Name:	 HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
PA 3 (with project) ~AKE/MANAGED TERRESTAction: 
Target Year: 1 
Evaluation Species	 Area Habitat Habitat IID# Name	 of Habitat Suitabi li ty Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE 422.00 0.96 405.12 
2 THRASHER 5.00 0.05 ·0.25 I3 GRAY SQUIRREL 422.00 0.27 113.94 
4 MINK 1520.00 0.79 1200.~0 
5 G. B. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.60 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 1778.00 0.76 1351.28 
7 WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.02 8.06 I 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11 L. M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 I 
0.41 549.4012 W. CRAPPIE	 1340.00 
__I 
Form B: Habitat Units	 Date: 05/12/1992 
study Name:	 HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS I 
Action:	 PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Target Year: 3 
Evaluation Species	 Area Habitat Habitat I
ID# Name	 of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE 422.00 0.95 400.90 
2 THRASHER 416.00 0.06 24.96 I3 GRAY SQUIRREL 422.00 0.36 151.92 
4 MINK 1520.00 0.80 1216:00 
5 G. B. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.60 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 1778.00 0.83 1475.74 I7 WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.04 16.12 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11 L. M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 I 
12 W. CRAPPIE	 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
I 
Form B: Habitat Units	 Date: 05/12/1992 IStudy Name:	 HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action:	 PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Target Year: 10 IEvaluation Species	 Area Habitat Habitat 
ID#· Name	 of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE 910.00 0.94 855.40
 
2 THRASHER 468.00 0.09 42.12
 I 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 910.00 0.36 327.60
 
4 MINK 1520.00 0.81 1231.20
 
5 G. B. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.60
 
6 BOBWHITE QUAI~ 1778.00 0.72 1280.16
 I 
7 . WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.26 104.78
 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00
 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11 ~. M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
I
 
I
 
I 
•
•
•
•
•
• 
536.00 
::a~e: 
Study Name: 
Action: 
HUNTER 
PA 3 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Target-Year: 25 
Evaluation Species Area Habitat Habitat 
ID# Name of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
:. CHICKADEE 1080.00 1.00 :'080.00 
2 THRASHER 298.00 0.42 125.:'6 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 1080.00 0.36 388.80 
4 MINK 1520.00 0.80 1216.00 
5 G. S. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.60 
6 BOBWHITE QUAI: 1778.00 0.45 800.10 
7 WOOD :JUCK 403.00 0.82 330.46 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 
.... 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
Form S: Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE R~VISED AREAS 
Action: PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Target Year: 50 
Evaluation Species Area Habitat HabitatID# Name of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE 1283.00 0.92 1180.362 THRASHER 95.00 0.14 13.303 GRAY SQUIRREL 1283.00 0.52 667.164 MINK 1520.00 0.89 1352.80 5 G. B. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.606 BOBWHITE QUAIL 1778.00 0.70 1244.60 
7 WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.82 330.46 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11 L. M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
T1 1 M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 
I
I
 
II-

Form B: Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: FA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Target Year: 100 
Evaluation Species Area Habitat Habitat 
ID# Name of Habitat Sui tabiIi ty Index Units 
:. CHICKADEE 1373.00 0.87 1194.51 
2------ THRASHER 5.00 0.11 0.55 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 1373.00 0.60 823.80 
4 MINK -1520.00 0.88 1337.60 
~ G. B. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.60 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIl;. 1778.00 0.70 1244.60 
7_ WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.82 330.46 
8 G. SHA:;:) 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 1 L. M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
I
I
I
I 
I 
~orm s: Sabitat ~nits 1992 
study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS I 
Action: PA 4 (with project) LAKE/WORST CASE 
Target Year: o 
!valuation Species Area Habitat Habitat IID# Name of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE 1112.00 0.96 1067.52 
2 THRASHER 5.00 0.05 0.25 I3 GRAY SQUIRREL 1112.00 0.27 300.24 
4 MINK 989.00 0.72 712.08 
5 G. B. HERON 279.00 0.32 89.28 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 3110.00 0.48 1492.80 I7 WOOD DUCK 279.00 0.08 22.32 
8 G. SHAD 14.60 0.00 0.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 14.60 0.10 1.46 
10 CREEK CHUB 14.60 0.04 0.58 
. IL. M. BASS 14.60 0.10 1.46 
12 W. CRAPPIE 14.60 0.10 1.46 
I 
~orm B: Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 IStudy Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 4 (with project) . LAKE/WORST CASE 
Target Year: 1 
Evaluation Species Area Habitat Habitat I 
:::D# Name of Habitat SUitability Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE 422.00 0.96 405.12 
2 THRASHER 5.00 0.05 0.25 I 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 422.00 0.27 113.94 
4 MINK 1520.00 0.79 1200.80 
5 G.. B. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.60 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 1778.00 0.76 1351.28 I7 WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.02 8.06 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.68 911.20 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 I11 L. M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
I 
~orm B: Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 I 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 4 (with project) LAKE/WORST CA$E 
Target Year: 3 IEvaluation Species Area Habitat Habitat 
ID# Name of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE 422.00 0.95 400.90 I2 THRASHER 416.00 0.06 24.96 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 422.00 0.36 151.92 
4 MINK 1520.00 0.80 1216.00 
.. 5 G. B. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.60 I6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 1778.00 0.80 1422.40 
7 WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.04 16.12 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.66 884.40 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 
11 L. M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.20 268.00 I
 
I
 
.- _::::::~:a:e: -.. 
HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREASStudy Name: LAKE/WORST CASEPA 4 (with project)Action: 
Target Year: 10 
HabitatHabitatArea UnitsEvaluation Species Suitability Indexof Habitat
ID. Name 
855.400.94910.00CHICKADEE 0.09 42.12468.00 
2 THRASHER 0.48 436.80910.00GRAY SQUIRREL 1231.203 0.811520.00 49.604 MINK 0.32155.00G. B. HERON 1280.165 0.721778.00BOBWHITE QUAIL 104.786 0.26403.00WOOD DUCK 804.007 0.601340.00 
8 G. SHAD 0.66 884.40 1340.00CHANNEL CAT 0.009 0.000.00 536.00CREEK CHUB10 0.401340.00L. M. BASS 268.0011 0.201340.00W. CRAPPIE12 
..,.
.... 
i-C _ 
Form B: Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS
 
Action: PA 4 (with project) LAKE/WORST CASE
 
Target Year: 25
 
Evaluation Species Area 
/ 
Habitat Habi tat 
ID# Name of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE 1080.00 1. 00 1080.00 
2 THRASHER 298.00 0.42 125.16 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 1080.00 0.36 388.80 
4 MINK 1520.00 0.80 1216.00 
5 G. B. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.60 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 1778.00 0.45 800.10 
7 WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.82 330.46 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.66 884.40 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11 L. M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.20 268.00 
Form B: Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 4 (with project) LAKE/WORST CASE 
Target Year: 50 
Evaluation Species Area Habitat' Habitat 
ID# Name of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE· 1283.00 0.92 1180.36 
2 THRASHER 95.00 0.14 13.30 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 1283.00 0.52 667.16 
4 MINK 1520.00 0.88 1337.60 
5 G. B. HE,RON 155.00 0.32 49.60 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 1778.00 0.70 1244.60 
7 WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.82 330.46 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.66 884.40 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11 L. M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.20 268.00 
I ~orm B: Sab:tat a~:ts :late: study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 4 (with project) LAKE/WORST CASE 
Target Year: 100 
Evaluation Species Area Habitat' :!abitat IID# Name of Habitat SuitaQJ.1 ity Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE 1373.00 0.87 1194.51 
2 THRASHER 5.00 0.11 0.55 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 1373.00 0.60 823.80 I 
4 MINK 1520.00 0.88 1337.60 
5 G. S. HERON 155.00 0.32 49.60 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 1778.00 0.70 1244.60 
7 WOOD DUCK 403.00 0.82 330.46 I 
8 G. SHAD 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1340.00 0.66 884.40 
10 CREEK CHUB 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11 "L. M. BASS 1340.00 0.40 536.00 I 
12 W. CRAPPIE 1340.00 0.20 268.00 
I 
Form B: Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 IStudy Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 5 (with project) WORST CASE NO. 2 
Target Year: o 
Evaluation Species Area Habitat Habitat I 
ID# Name of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
1 CHICKADEE 1112.00 0.96 1067.52
 
.2 THRASHER 5.00 0.05 0.25
 I 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 1112.00 0.27 300.24
 
4 MINK 989.00 0.72 712.08
 
5 G. B. HERON 279.00 0.32 89.28
 
6 BOBWHITE QUAIL 3110.00 0.48 1492.80
 I7 WOOD DUCK 279.00 0.08 22.32
 
8 G. SHAD 14.60 0.00 0.00
 
9 CHANNEL CAT 14.60 0.10 1.46
 
10 CREEK CHUB 14 .60 0.04 0.58
 I11 L. M. BASS 14.60 0.10 1.46
 
12 W. CRAPPIE 14 .60 0.10 1. 46
 
I
 
I
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':51' 2/' 992 
HUNTER ~AKE REVISED AREAS
 
?A 5 (W1t~ ~ro;ect)
 
Study Name: 
'tlORS'" SASE "JO. 2Act~on: 
Target Yea:",: :: 
~ab~ta't =va:uat~c:; Soec~es f 0"" u;e=~":a~ S;.;"ta:'-:'-:ty I"dex !J;:-:ts 
A~ea '-!ab~tat 
~~# Name
 
' ,,,, ,90
~~-~22.~Q 0.95SHISKADEE 24 .ge;W~ASHER 4~6.QO 8 .062 
.. 5 't 
.9'2
'::.36SC<AY SQUIRRE'... ~22. iJO3 ~ 2 ~ 6 "I"~520 ~C 8 .80 
~9. C:"4- ~IN~ 
~5 3. 9. u:::RON "55_~8 " 22 ~422 .4-':: 
5 9C9W~~:= 8~A: '_ ~778.8':: 8 .8S 04 ' 6 ' 2~Q3.00 8II'JCCQ 'JUC~ 
'''ess any key to cont~n;.;e 304.0C
"340.8C 0.509 3. SHAD 884.40~340.CO C.669 S~AN~E'... SA~ 
0.00 ::l.00 
.. ~ CRE=~ CH~8 S2~.~~0.40I ~. BASS 
258.88
'340.00 0.20~2 W. CRAPPIE 
·~ess a~y key tc c~~t~nue (~:R~-~ ~c abo~t) 
~ate: 05/ ~ 2/' 992 
St'..ldy Narr.e: HUNTER '...AKE REVISEO AREAS
 WORST CASE NO. 2
~A 5 ~~~~~ ~~~;ect)~ct-:::;r: : 
~.3;ge.t;: Year: < " 
Habitat
.Area Habitat~\la'tJa-:.~or Spec1es 
of Hab~tat SU1tabil ity Index Urits rDt: Name 
955.4C9~~.~O 0.94SHICKADEE 42.12468.0C 0.09
2 910.aO ') • 4.8 <136.90

THRASHER 
:: 3RAY SQUIRRE~ a . 8 ~ 1231.20'520.ac4- MINK ~9.50<55.00 0.32G. S. HERON5 ~280.~6~?78.00 C.726 BOBWHITE QUAI'... ~04.78~Q3.00 0.26
'7 ';WOD DUCK 
''''ess any key to continue 249.004: 5. ac 8.50G. SHAD3 4~5_0C 0.00CHANNEL.. CAT9 
'J.OO~.OO:J.OC, C SREEK CHUB 
, < I ~. BASS 4~5.0C O.CC c.cc 
~' 5. ~O, 2 W. C~APPIE a.co 
'ress any key to continue (CTR~-E ~~ abort) 
t 
I 
-.~ ::: ISt::..:dy Name: ~UNTSR ~AKS REV~SEO AREAS WORST CASE :'110. 2Ac-tion: ~A 5 (with project) 
Target Year: 25 
!:va':.;ation Species A:-ea '-iab~tat Yab<t:at: I 
rD# Name of Hab'"!ta~ S~itabi:~t:y ~ndex rJ-, ":ts 
~ 
,CHICKADEE "080.~O ~C "~8C ~~ 
2 THRAS!-!ER 298.08 ~ .~2 ~2~ ~ 6 I 
3 GRAY SQUIRRE,- ~~8~.~O :J.35 388 9~ 
~.,,, .. ........
 ~ ~rN!<: ~52C.aC ~ .8S' "- ­
=: 3. '3. !-!ERON "55 .CO ~.32 ~9 5~ 
,,..0 ........
8CSW!-!~T=: QUAI~ ".;7e.~c S' .~5 
.; .. ­
-
..,= IWOCD ClUCK 183.80 :J .32 22J -:t 5 
~ess ar.y key to continue
 
e 3. SHAD 115.80 :J.50
 
9 CHANNS~ CAT 4~S.~C
 I 
10 SREEK CHUB ~.'JC
 
., ., rf. 9ASS 4~5.0C
 
'2 W. CRAPPIE 115.ao
 ........ "
 I 
'ress any key to continue (CTR,--E to abort~ 
I 
Hab~tat Units Clate: 85/12/1992 I 
St::.;dy Name: HUN;-SR ~AKE REVrSED, AREAs
 
.a.c't ~ O~ : 0A 5 (with p,...oject) WORST CASE NO. 2
 
Target Year: 50
 I 
!:va:wation Species Area Habitat Hab<tat
 
ID# Name 0" Habitat Su i tabil ity Index U~"!~S
 ICHICKADEE 1283.00 C.92 ~:9a_36 
2 "!"HRASf-!ER 95.00 o . 1~ 13.3(; 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL 1283.00 :J.=:2 567.15 
~ MINK 1520.00 0.89 1352.8S' 
=: G. 8. HERON 155.00 C.32 19.50 I 
6 SOBWHrTE QUAIL.. 1778.00 ~.7C 1244.60 
'7 IWOOD DUCK 103.00 8.82 330.15 'ress ar.y key to continue
 
9 G. SHAD 115.CO ~.so 219.08
 
9 CHANNEL.. CA"!" 415.CO C.CC " ..., ....
 
10 CREEK CHUB .., . ..,;,.; a.oo
" "" 
l' ,~. BASS 415.00 c.oe I 
12 W. CRAPPIE 115.00 aoooo 
'ress any key to continue (CTR,--E to abo,...t) I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I 
2 
~::>rm 9: :late: 
St',Jdy Na~e: ~~NTE~ ~AKE REV:SES AREAS 
,Il.ct~:::r.: ~A 5 (wit~ ~~oJect; 
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I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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S~~tab~;~ty 
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0.00 
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APPENDIXG•
FORM C DATA, AVERAGE ANNUAL HABITAT UNITS (AAHUs), 
HUNTER LAKE REP STUDY 
•
•
•
•
• 
Ir 
_.1'.·l!lI1i 
I i,.' 
•
I
. " 
64 
..•..... '.'"i 
•.. '
...•~...•...; '
fir' 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 . 
Study Name: 
Action: 
HUNTER 
PA 1 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(without project) BASELINE 
Period of Analysis: 
Evaluation Species: 
100 
1 CHICKADEE AAHU's: 942.82 
Target Year 
of 
Area 
Habitat 
Habitat 
Suitability Index 
Habitat 
Units 
0 1112.00 0.96 1067.52 
1 1112.00 0.96 1067.52 
3 1112.00 0.96 1067.52 
10 1101.00 0.94 1034.94 
25 1077.00 0.92 990.84 
50 1055.00 0.87 917.85 
100 999.00 0.87 869.13 
Fo~m C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Sp~cies: . 2 THRASHER AAHU's: 0.52 
Target Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
0 5.00 0.05 0.25 
1 5.00 0.05 0.25 
3 5.00 0.06 0.30 
10 5.00 0.10 0.50 
25 5.00 0.10 .0.50 
50 5.00 0.11 0.55 
100 5.00 0.11 0.55· 
Form C: Ave~ag~ Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(without project) BASELINE 
100 
3 GRAY SQUIRREL AAHU's: 399.55 
Target ·Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
o 1112.00 0.27 300.24 
1 1112.00 0.27 300.24 
3. 1112.00 0.30 333.60 
10 1101.00 0.30 330.30 
25 1077.00 0.45 484.65 
50 1055.00 0.38 400.90 
100 999.00· . 0.3~ 379.62 
For~ c: Ave~age Ann~a: ~abitat Units :)ate: 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE •
IPeriod of Analysis: 100 Evaluation Species: 4 MINK AAHU's: 885.50 
Target Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units I 
0 989.00 0.72 712.08 
1 989.00 0.72 712.08 
3 989.00 0.75 741.75 
10 989.00 0.82 810.98 ­
25 989.00 0.91 899.99
 
50 989.00 0.92 909.88
 II 
100 989.00 0.92 909.88 
II 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 II 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
Period of Analysis: 100 IIEvaluation Species: 5 G. B. HERON AAHU's: 89.28 
Target Year Area Habitat Habitat Ii
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
0 279.00 0.32 89.28 
1 279.00 0.32 89.28 ~ 
3 279.00 0.32 89.28 
10 279.00 0.32 89.28 
25 279.00 0.32 89.28 a50 279.00 0.32 89.28
 
100 279.00 0.32 89.28
 
Ii 
Form C:· Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 a 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
Period of Analysis: 100 a 
Evaluation Species: 6 BOBWHITE QUAIL AAHU's: 1064.24 
Target Year Area Habitat Habitat ·11 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
o 3110.00 0.48 1492.80 II 
1 3110.00 0.48 1492.80
 
3 3110.00 0.48 1492.80
 
10 3110.00 0.40 1244.00
 II25 3110.00 0.21 653.10
 
50 3110.00 0.36 1119.60
 
100 3110.00 0.36 1119.60
 I
 
I
 
For~ c: Ave=age A~nua2 ~a~:tat Units :>ate: 05': 2 /: 99 2 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
Period of Analysis: 100I Evaluation Species: 7 WOOD DUCK AAHU's: 50.30 
I Target Year Area of Habitat Habitat Suitability Index Habitat Units 
I 
I 
0 
1 
3 
10 
25 
50 
100 
279.00 
279.00 
279.00 
279.00 
279.00 
279.00 
279.00 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.11 
0.19 
0.20 
0.20 
22.32 
22.32 
22.32 
30.69 
53.01 
55.80 
55.80 
I 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
•
II 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 8 G. SHAD AAHU's: 0.00 
II Target Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
II 0 14.60 0.00 0.00 1 14.60 0.00 0.00 
• 
3 14.60 0.00 0.00 
10 14.60 0.00 0.00 
25 14.60 0.00 0.00 
50 14.60 0.00 0.00 
100 14.60 0.00 0.00 
III 
III Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: . PA 1 (without project) BASELINEIII, Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 9 CHANNEL CAT AAHU's: 1. 46 
III 
•
Target. Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat SUitability Index Units 
o 14.60 0.10 1.46 
1 14.60 0.10 1. 46 
•
3 14.60 0.10 1.46 
10 14.60 0.10 1. 46 
25 14.60 0.10 1.46 
50
•
14.60 0.10 1.46 
100 14.60 0.10 1.46 
•
 
Form c: Average Annual Habitat Units	 :late: 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 10 CREEK 
Target Year Area 
of Habitat 
0	 14.60 
1	 14.60 
3 14.60 
10 14.60 
25 14.60 
50 14.60 
100 14.60 
CHUB	 AAHU's: 
Habitat
 
Suitability Index
 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 
Study Name: HUNTER 
Action: PA 1 
Period of 'Analysis: 
Evaluation Species: 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(without project) 
100 
11 L. M. BASS 
BASELINE 
AAHU's: 
Target Year Area 
of Habitat 
0 14.60 
1 14.60 
3 14.60 
10 14.60 
25 14.60 
50 14.60 
100 14.60 
Habitat
 
Suitability Index
 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units	 Date: 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: ' PA 1 (without project) BASEL.INE 
Period of Analysis: . 100 
Habitat 
Units 
1.46 II1.46 
1.46 
1. 46 
1.46 II 
1. 46 
1.46	 II 
05/12/1992 II
 
II
 
05/:2/:992 III 
0.58 II 
Habitat IIUnits 
0.58	 II0.58 
0.58 
0.58	 II0.58 0.58 
0.58 
II 
05/12/~992 II 
1.46	 II 
II 
Evaluation Species: 12 W. CRAPPIE	 AAHU ' s : 1 . 46 
Target Year Area 
of Habitat 
• 0 14.60 
1 14.60 
3 14.60 
10 14.60 
25 14.60 
50 14.60 
100 14.60 
Habitat
 
Suitability Index
 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
II
Habitat 
Units II1.46 
1. 46 
1.46 
1. 46 
1.46	 II 
1. 46 
1. 46 II
 
II
 
•~orm C: Average Annual Habitat Units	 Date: 05/12/1992 
•	 Study ·Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
..	 Act·ion: FA 2 (with project) 
Period of Analysis: 100 
•	 Evaluation Species: 1 CHICKADEE 
Year	 Area
•	 Target of	 Habitat 
•
a	 1112.00 
•
422.00 
3 422.00 
10 422.00 
25 1265.00 
50 1328.00 
100	 1265.00 
•
. Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units 
IStudY Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED ARE~S 
Action: FA 2 (with project) 
.•...Period of Analysis: 100 
LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
AAHU's: 1014.99 
Habitat Habitat 
SUitability Index Units 
0.96 1067.52 
0.96 405.12 
0.96 405.12 
0.94 396.68 
0.92 1163.80 
0.87 1155.36 
0.87 1100.55 
Date: 05/12/1992 
LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
Evaluation Species: 2 THRASHER	 AAHU's: 28.75 
ITarget Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Unit$ 
0 5.00 0.05 0.25
II .1 5.00 0.05 0.25
 
I 
3 5.00 0.06 0.·30 . 
10 1279.00 0.10 127.90 
25 192.00 0.14 26.88 
50 129.00 0.11 14.19 
100 129.00 0.11 14.19 
I 
lIForm C: Average Annual Habitat Units	 Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name:. HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
. Action: FA 2 (with project) LAKE/~ATURAL SUCCESS 
lIPeriod of Analysis: 100 ~valuation Species: 3 GRAY SQUIRREL AAHU's: 463.97 
"arget Year Area 
of Habitat 
I o	 1112.00 1 422.00 
3 422.00 
I 10 422.00 25 1265.00 50 1328.00 
100 1328.00 
. Habitat 
Suitability Index 
0.27 
0.30 
0.36. 
0.50 
0.45 
0.38 
0.38 
Habitat
 
Units
 
300.24 
126.60 
151.92 
211.00 
569.25 
504.64 
504.64 
I 
LAKE REVISED AREASStudy Name: HUNTER 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat U~its ~a"':e: 05/::'2/1992 I 
Action: FA 2 (with project) _LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
Period of Analysis: 
Evaluation Species: 
100 
4 MINK AAHU's: 1284.56 I 
Target Year 
of 
Area 
Habitat 
Habitat 
Suitability Index 
Habitat 
Units I 
0 
1 
989.00 
1520.00 
0.72 
0.61 
712-.08 
927.20 I 
3 1520.00 0.65 988.00 
10 
25 
50 
1520.00 
1520.00 
1520.00 
0.73 
0.87 
0.88 
1109.60 
1322.40 
1337.60 I 
100 1520.00 0.88 1337.60 
I 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 I 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
, 
Action: FA 2 
Period of Analysis: 
Evaluation Species: 
(with project) 
100 
5 G. B. HERON AAHU's: 
LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
49.80 I 
Target Year Area Habitat Habitat I 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
0 
1 
279.00 
155.00 
0.32 
0.32 
89.28 
49.60 I 
3 155.00 0.32 49.60 
10 
25 
155.00 
155.00 
0.32 
0.32 
49.60 
49.60 I 
50 155.00 0.32 49.60 
100 155.00 0.32 49.60 I 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 I 
Study Name: HUNTER 
Action: - PA 2 
Period of Analysis: 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(with project) 
100 
~AKE/NATURAL SUCCESS I 
Evaluation Species: 6 BOBWHITE QUAIL AAHU's: 782.56 
Target Year Area Habitat Habitat I 
• o 
of Habitat 
3110.00 
Suitability Index 
0.48 
Units 
1492.80 I 
1 1778.00 0.46 817.88 
3 
10 
25 
1778.00 
1778.00 
1457.00 
0.78 
0.63 
0.12 
1386.84 
1120.14 
174.84 I 
50 1457.00 0.60 874.20 
100 1457.00 0.60 874.20 
J 
I 
••
Fo~m C: Average Annual Habitat U~its Jate: Q5/12/1992 
II Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 7 WOOD DUCK AAHU's: 72.56III 
Target Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index UnitsIII 
I o 
279.00 0.08 22.32 
1 403.00 0.02 8.06 
I 
3 403.00 0.04 16.12 
10 403.00 0.19 76.57 
25 403.00 0.19 76.57 
50 403.00 0.19 76.57 
100 403.00 0.19 76.57 
II 
II Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
~ Period of Analysis: 100 
II Evaluation Species: 8 G. SHAD AAHU's: 798.65 
II Target Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
• 
II o 14.60 0.00 0.00 1 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
3 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
10 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
25 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
50 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
100 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
II 
• Form C:" Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS
 
.. Action: . PA 2 (with prOject) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS
 
Period of Analysis: 100

• 
Evaluation Species: 9 CHANNEL CAT AAHU's: 1126.27 
Area Habitat Habitat• YearTar~et 
•
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
o 14.60 0.10 1.46 
1 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
•
•
3 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
10 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
25 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
50 1340.00 0.82 1098.80 
100 1340.00 0.82 1098.80 
i=:.:.::..__ .. 
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••• 
•
'.Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units ;)ate: 05/::'2/:992 
-, ..,-'."LAKE REVISED AREAS
 -.:~. .",Study Name: HUNTER 
Action: PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 10 CREEK CHUB AAHU's: 0.00 
Target Year 
of 
Area 
Habitat 
Habitat 
Suitability Index 
Habitat 
Units 
0 14.60 0.04 0.58 
,

.... 
0.00 0.00 0.00
 
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 
10 0.00 0.00 0.00 
25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
100 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 11 L. M. BASS AAHU's: 532.66 
Target. Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat SUitability Index Units 
o 14.60 0.10 1.46 
1 
3 
1340.00 0.40 536.00
 
1340.00 0.40 536.00
 
10 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
25 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
50 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
100 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: . PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 12 W. CRAPPIE AAHU's: 545.98 
Target .Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat SUitability Index Units 
14.60 0.10 1.46 
,

.... 1340.00 0.41 549.40
 
1340.00 0.41 549.40
 
;c 
10 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
25 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
50 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
100 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
•
 
0 
3 
I Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
I Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
I 
Action: PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 1 CHICKADEE AAHU's: 1081.67 
I 
Target Year Area Habitat Habi tat· 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
I 
0 1112.00 0.96 1067.52 
1 422.00 0.96 405.12 
3 422.00 0.95 400.90 
I· 
10 910.00 0.94 855.40 
25 1080.00 1.00 1080.00 
50 1283.00 0.92 1180.36 
100 1373.00 0.87 1194.51 
I 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992
I Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Period of Analysis: 100I Evaluation Species: 2 THRASHER AAHU's: 34.70 
I Target Year . Area Habitat Habitat of Habitat SUitability Index Units 
0 5.00 0.05 0.25 
I 1 5.00 0.05 0.25 
I 
3 416.00 0.06 24.96 
10 468.00 0.09 42.12 
25 298.00 0.42 125.16 
50 95.00 0.14 13.30 
100 5.00 0.11 0.55 
I 
I 
I Form C: Average Annual Habi tat Uni ts Date: ·05/12/1992 
. Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Speci~s: 3 GRAY SQUIRREL AAHU's: 578.02 
I Ta~get Year Area Habitat Habi.tat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
I 0 1112.00 0.27 300.24 1 422.00 0.27 113.94 
3 422.00 0.36 151.92 
10 910.00 0.36 327.60I 25 1080.00 0.36 388.80 50 1283.00 0.52 667.16 
100 1373.00 0.60 823.80 
I
 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units ~ate: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 4 MINK 
Target Year Area 
of Habitat 
0 989.00 
1 1520.00 
3 1520.00 
10 1520.00 
25 1520.00 
50 1520.00 
100 1520.00 
AAHU's: 
Habitat 
Suitability Index 
0.72 
0.79 
0.80 
0.81 
0.80 
0.89 
0.88 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
~296.56 
Habitat 
Units 
712.08
 
1200.80
 
1216.00
 
1231.20
 
1216.00
 
1352.80 
1337.60 
05/12/1992 
Action: PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Period of Analysis: 100 
, Evaluation Species: 5 G. B. HERON AAHU's: "49.80 
Targ~t Year Area . Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat SUitability Index Units 
0 279.00 0.32 89.28 
1 155.00 0.32 49.60 
3 155.00 0.32 49.60 
10 155.00 0.32 49.60 
25 155.00 0.32 49.60 
50 155.00 0.32 49.60 
100 155.00 0.32 49.60 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
Period of Analy~is: 100
 
Evaluation Species: 6 BOBWHITE QUAIL AAHU's:
 
Target Year Area 
of Habitat 
o 3110.00 
1 1778.00 
3 1778.00 
10 1778.00 
25 1778.00 
.50 1778.00 
100 1778.00 
Habitat
 
SUitability Index
 
0.48 
0.76 
0.83 
0.72 
0.45 
0.70 
0.70 
1173.48 
Habitat 
Units 
1492.80
 
1351.28
 
1475.74
 
1280.16
 
800.10 
1244.60
 
1244.60
 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II
 
II
 
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
 
Form c: Average Annual Habitat U~its Da"'::e: 85/1211992 
I study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
, Period of Analysis: 100I Evaluation Species: 7 WOOD DUCK AAHU's: 285.13 
Target Year Area Habitat Habitat
I of Habitat SUitability Index Units
 
I 0 
279.00 0.08 22.32 
1 403.00 0.02 8.06 
I 
3 403.00 0.04 16.12 
10 403.00 0.26 104.78 
25 403.00 0.82 330.46 
50 403.00 0.82 330.46 
100 403.00 0.82 330.46 
I 
I Average Annual Habitat Units Date:. 05/12/1992Form c: 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS
 
Action:PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST

· Period of Analysis: 100
I. Evaluation Species: 8 G. SHAD AAHU's: 798.65 
I Target Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
I· 0 14.60 0.00 0.00 1 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
3 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
10 1340.00 0.60 804.00I 25 1340.00 0.60 804.00 50 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
100 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
I 
I Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS

· Action: - PA.3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGEDTERREST
I. Perio~ of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 9 CHANNEL CAT AAHU's: 1184.90 
I Target Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
I 0 14.60 0.10 1.46 
I 
1 ·1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
3 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
10 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
25 1340.00 0-.89 1192.60 
50 1340.00 0.89 1192.60 
100 1340.00 0.89 1192.60I
 
I
 
I Form c: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
study Name: HUNTER 
Action: PA 3 
Period of Analysis: 
Evaluation Species: 
Target Year 
0
 
1
 
3
 
10
 
25
 
50
 
100 
Form c: Average Annual 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 3 (w,ith project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST I
.. Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 11 L.M. 
Target Year Area 
of Habitat 
o 14.60 
1 1340.00 
3 1340.00 
10 1340.00 
25 1340.00 
50 1340.00 
100 1340.00 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 
Study Name: . HUNTER 
Action: PA 3 
Period of Analysis: 
Evaluation Species: 
Target Year 
0
 
1
 
3
 
10
 
25
 
'50
 
100
 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
100 I10 CREEK CHUB AAHU's: 0.00 
IArea Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
14.60 0.04 0.58 I0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 I 
0.00 0.00 0.00
 
.0.00 0.00 0.00
 I 
Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 I 
LAKE REVISED AREAS
 
BASS AAHU!s:
 
Habitat
 
Suitability Index
 
0.10 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
(with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
100 
12 W. CRAPPIE AAHU's: 545.98 I 
Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units I 
14.60 0.10 1.46 
1340.00 
1340.00 
1340.00 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
549.40 
549.40 
549.40 I 
1340.00 0.41 549.40 
1340.00 
1340.00 
0.41 
0.41 
549.40 
549.40 I 
532.66 
IHabitat 
Units 
I1.46 
536.00 
536.00 
536.00 I536.00 
536.00 
536.00 I
 
I
05/12/1992 
I 
I 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units 
•
•
Study Name: HUNTER 
Action: PA 4 
Period of Analysis: 
Evaluation Species: 
•
 
Target Year
 
o
•
•
1 
3 
10 
25 
50 
' ...•..' ... 
• 
100 
..'-",' 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units 
• Study Name: . HUNTER 
- Action: PA 4 
, . Perj,od of Analysis: 
• Evaluation Species: 
I11III: Target Year 
a 
•
1 
3.;
10 
25
"'"'''''' 
50 
_ ...., ~ -,,'_c' 1 
• 
100 
Date: 
LAKE/WORST CASE 
AAHU's: 
_Target Year 
o 
1 
3 
10 
25 
50 
100 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(with project) 
100 
,2 THRASHER 
Area
 
of Habitat
 
5.00 
5.00 
416.00 
468.00 
298.00 
95.00 
5.00 
Area
 
of Habitat
 
1112.00 
422.00 
422.00 
910.00 
1080.00 
1283.00 
1373.00 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(with project) 
100 
1 CHICKADEE 
Area
 
of Habitat
 
1112.00 
422.00 
422.00 
910.00
 
1080.00
 
1283.00
 
1373.00 
Suitability Index 
0.05 
0.05 
0.06 
0.09 
0.42 
0.14 
0.11 
. Habitat 
Suitability Index 
0.27 
0.27 
0.36 
0.48 
0.36 
0.52 
0.60 
Date: 
LAKE/WORST CASE 
AAHU's: 
Habitat 
Suitability Index 
0.96 
0.96 
0.95 
0.94 
1.00 
0.92 
0.87 
Date: 
LAKE/WORST CASE 
AAHU's: 
Habitat Habitat 
Units 
0.25 
0.25 
24.96 
42.12 
125.16 
13.30 
0.55 
05/12/1992 
589.86 
Habitat 
Units 
300.24 
113.94 
151. 92 
436.80 
388.80 
667.16 
823.80 
05/12/1992 
1081.67 
Habitat 
Units 
1067.52 
405.12 
400.90 
855.40
 
1080.00
 
1180.36 
1194.51 
05/12/1992 
34~70 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(with project) stu~y Name: HUNTER Action: PA 4 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 4 MINK 
AreaTarget Year 
of Habitat 
989.00
 
1
 
o 
1520.00
 
3
 1520.00
 
10 1520.00
 
25 1520.00
 
50 1520.00
 
100 1520.00 
Date: 
LAKE/WORST CASE 
AAHU's: 
Habitat 
Suitability Index 
0.72 
0.79 
0.80 
0.81 
0.80 
0.88 
0.88 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 
Study Name: HUNTER 
Action: PA4 
Period of Analysis: 
Evaluation S~ecies: 
Target Year 
o 
1 
3
 
10
 
25
 
50
 
100
 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(with project) LAKE/WORST CASE 
100 
5 G. B. HERON AAHU's: 
Area
 
of Habitat
 
279.00 
155.00 
155.00 
155.00 
155.00 
155.00 
155.00 
Form C: Average Annual Habita~ Units 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: . PA 4 (with project) 
Habitat 
SUitability Index 
0.32 
0.32 
0.32 
0.32 
0.32 
0.32 
0.32 
Date: 
LAKE/WORST CASE 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 6 BOBWHITE QUAIL AAHU's: 
Target Year Area Habitat 
of Habitat S~itability Index 
o 3110.00 0.48 
1. 1778.00 0.76 
3 1778.00 0.80 
10 1778.00 . 0.72 
25 1778.00 0.45 
50 1778.00 0.70 
100 1778.00 0.70 
05/12/1992 
I1290.86 
Habitat IUnits 
712.08
 
1200.80
 I 
1216.00
 
1231.20
 
1216.00
 I1337.60 
1337.60 
I 
05/12/1992 I
 
I
49.80 
Habitat 
Units ­
89.28 I49.60 
49.60 
49.60 
49.60 I 
.49.60 
49.60 
­
05/12/1992 II 
1171. 08 ­
·11Habitat 
Units II1492.80
 
1351.28
 
1422.40
 
1280.16
 II800.10
 
1244.60
 
1244.60
 II 
II 
( Form C: Average Annual Habitat U:l'::'ts Date: 05/12/1992 
I 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 4 (with project) LAKE/WORST CASE 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 7 WOOD DUCK AAHU's: '285.13 
I Target Year Area Habitat Habitat
 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units
 
0 279.00 0.08 22.32 
,I ... 403.00 0.02 8.06 
3 403.00 0.04 16.12 
10 403.00 0.26 104.78I 25 403.00 0.82 330.46 50 403.00 0.82 330.46 
100 403.00 0.82 330.46 
I 
I Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
I,Action: FA 4 (with project) LAKE/WORST CASE , Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 8 G. SHAD AAHU's: 798.65 
I Target Year Area Habi tat Habi tat 
of Habitat Suitability Index Units 
I o 
1 
14.60 
1340.00 
0.00 
0.60 
0.00 
804.00 
3 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
I 10 25 1340.00 1340.00 0.60 0.60 804.00 804.00 
50 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
I 100 1340.00 0.60 804.00 
Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: ' HUN.TER LAKE REVISED AREAS
I Action: FA 4 (with project) LAKE/WORST CASE
 Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 9 CHANNEL CAT AAHU's: 879.11 
I 
Target Year Area Habitat Habitat
 
of Habitat Suitability Index' Units
I 0 14.60 0.10 1.46 
I 
1 1340.00 0.68 911.20 
'3 1340.00 0.66 884.40 
10 1340.00 0.66 884.40 
25 1340.00 0.66 884.40 
'50 1340.00 0.66 884.40 
I 100 1340.00 0.66 884.40 
I
 
9ate: 05/12/1992Form C: Average Annual Habitat U~its 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(with project) LAKE/WORST CASEAction: PA 4 
Period of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 10 CREEK CHUB AAHU's: 0.00 
Target Year 
of 
Area 
Habitat 
H
SUitability 
abitat 
Index 
Habitat 
Units 
a 
1 
3 
10 
25 
50 
100 
14.60 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.04 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
0.58 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Form C: Average Annual Hab~tat Units Date: 05/12/1'992 
Study Name: HUNTER 
Action: PA 4 
Period of Analysis: 
Evaluation Species: 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(with project) 
100 
11 L. M. BASS 
LAKE/WORST CASE 
AAHU's: 532.66 
Target Year Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat SUitability Index Units 
o 14.60 0.10 1.46 
1 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
3 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
10 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
25 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
50 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
100 1340.00 0.40 536.00 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: . HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 4 (with project) LAKE/WORST CASE 
Peridd of Analysis: 100 
Evaluation Species: 12 W. CRAPPIE AAHU's: 270.20 
Target Year Area Habi tat Habi tat 
of Habitat SUitability Index Units
.. 
o 14.60 0.10 1.46 
1 1340.00 0.41 549.40 
3 1340.00 0.20 268.00 
10 1340.00 0.20 268.00 
25 1340.00 0.20 268.00 
50 1340.00 0.20 268.00 
100 1340.00 0.20 268.00 
" ; 
·;~.t~"*,~c~",,,,,, _ 
',.. ; 
,
... 
- .'_": ,.~ . 
---- -----_ . 
I
 
I
 Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: C5/12/199~ 
Study ~ame: HUNTER ~A~E REVISED AREAS
I Actior.: PA 5 (with project) WORST CASE NO.2
 
0er~od of Analys~s: ~OC
 
I =valuat~on Spec~es: CHICKADEE AAHU's: ~C91.67 
Target Yea;, Area HabitatI of Hab-:tat Su-:tability Index Units 
I 
~ '1 : 2 . 0 0 C.96 1067.52 
~22.00 0.96 ~C5.~2 
I 
3 422.00 0.95 400.90 
10 910.GO 0.94 955.40 
25 1080.00 1080.00 
:283.00 0.92 '1 ~ 80.35 
1 CC 1373.00 0.87 1194.5: 
I ress any key to cont~nue (C'TRL-E to abort) 
I 
'ressany key to continue (CTRL-E to abort~ 
I 
Corm C: Average Annual Habitat Un~ts Date: 05/12/1992' 
I Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS Act~on: ~A 5 (with project) WORST CASE ~O. 2 
~eriod of Analysis: 10CI Svaluation Species: 2 'THRASHER AAHU's: 34.70 
I
 ;arget Year Area Habitat Habitat
 of Habitat Suitability Index Un~ts 
I 5.00 ",0.05 0.25 5.00 0.05 0.25 
3 416.00 0.06 24.96 
..• " !1.S8.00 0.09 ~ 2. : 2 I >oJ 25 298.CC 0.42 :25.16 50 95.00, O. 14 13.30 
10C 5.00 C • 1 1 0.55 
I ~ ~ress any key to continue (C'TRL-E to abort) 
... . 
I 
'ress any key to continue (CTRL-E to abort~ 
I. 
1 
,~ t" 
. !j~i.··.···...~74......,.. q,.,.., ". ". - \, 
.. ~.~ : , '"." ~. J. 
.,' i . ',. '~. ;.." - ........
 
oJ\ ..... ' ~ 
. :!. ' . 
.~~ .', t .......:~ II. •• ; •
L. 
.'I 
t:"orm C: Average Annual Habitat Units. !)at e: 05/12/1992 
Study Name:. HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS
 
Act~on: PA 5 (with project) WORST CASE NO. 2
 I 
Per~od of Analysis: 10C
 
~va:uat~on Spec~es: 3 GRAY SQUIRREL AAHU's: 589.85
 I 
Target Year Area Habitat Hab~ta-':
 
of Habitat SUitabil~ty Index Units
 I 
c ~~~2.0C C.2? 30C.24­
422.00 0.27 ~13.94 
3 422.00 0.36 151.92 I 
~ 0 910.00 0.48 436.80 
25 :C8~.ac 0.36 388.80 
c::,..,
.., .., ~283.00 0.52 567 . '16 I 
1373.00 0.60 823.8C 
rsss any key ~c cont~nue (CTRL-~ "to abort) I
 
I
 
I
 
'ress any key tc continue (CTRL-E to abort; 
Corm C; Average Annual Habitat Un~ts !)ate: 05/~2/1992 
Study Name: HU~TER LAKE .REVISED AREAS
 
Action: °A 5 (with project) WORST CASE NO. 2
 
Per~od of Ana:ys~s: ICC
 
~va:uat~on Spec~es: 4 "'1INK AAHU's: 1295.56
 
Target Year Area Habitat Hab~ta".:
 
of Habitat Suitability Inc::lex Units
 
,.. 989.CO 0.72 712.08
'" 1520.00 0.79 1200.80 
3 1520.00 0.80 1216.00 
~ C ~520.00 0·.81 12~1.20 
25 1520.00 0.8e 1216.00 
SO 1520.. 00 0.89 1352.30 
..,..,1""'" 1520.00 0.88 1337.6C 
;ass any xey to cont~nue (CTRL-E to abort) I 
,. I;ess any key to conti hue (CTRL-E to abort; 
I
 
I
 
I 
'f \, . 
.. '..~, ...=.f '~~!t ..., . . -f\ .~' . .' 
'.!.- \ t ...:1 I • .•: 
L 
r"!' 
!=orm C: Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/;992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREASI Action: ~A 5 (wit~ project) WORST CASE NO. 2 
Perioe of Analysis: 10C 
Evaluation Species: 5 S .. 9. ~ERON AAHU's: 49.80I 
Target Year Area Habitat Habitat 
I of !-!abitat Suitabi:ity Index Units· 
C 279.CC C.32 89.28 
'C::C:: "n
._...,.\Jv Cl.32 49.50 
("\("\1&::1:."I· :; 
.. ....,'Iw'''oJ''J 0.32 49.50 
, ("\ 11:."C:: ("\("\
..... Q.32 49;50. ...J-.J • ..,;...,; 
11:."&:: ("\,...25 I...,..., • ....,...., 0.32 49.60I c::" ;'55 .. Q0 :).32 49.50 
1 ("\ ,., 
'&::I:." ("\,.,
....... .....,.: .. ..., ..... 0.32 49.50
 
I ress any xey to =o~tin~e ~CTRL-E to abo~t) 
(:TR~-~ to abortj 
I 
:-:-orm C; Average Annual Habitat Units Date: 05/12/1992 
I Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS Actio~: ~A 5 (with projecx) WORST CASE NO. 2
 
Period of Ana:ysis: 1CC
I Eva:~ation Scecies: 5 908WHITE QUAIL AAHU's: 
I 
Area Habitat Habitat 
of Habitat Suitability Index UnitsI 
I 
,., 
'­
; 
:; 
3~1c.ac 
;778.C)() 
1778.00 
0.48 
0.8C 
1492.8C 
'35;.28 
1422.40 
, (\ 
.-.J 1778.QO 0-,72 1280.;6 
I "'1:." ... ~ C:("\ 
.... v 
1778.0C 
;778.ClO 
0.45 
Q.70 
800.10 
1244.60 
1(\""j . ..., -oJ 1778·.00 0.7C 1244.6C 
I ress any xey to continue (CTRL-E to abort) 
I 
I 
'~ess any key to continue (CTRL-E to abort; 
I 
... 
.. t·
'. .	 <' ~	 ,I' 
~~;' ..-.'I· '~.	 
.. 
.:..­
'.:,. t· 
___I .-".... ... _ 
" ",,='_.f. •.~. 
Form C: Average Annual Habitat Units	 Date: 05/12;-~992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Actic~: 9A 5 (with project) WORST CASE NO. 2
 
Pericd of Analysis: 100
 
=val~ation Species: 7 WOOD DUCK AAHU's:
 
Area Habitat Habitat 
:)f !-!abitat' Suitability Index Units 
c	 279.0C C.08 22.32 
403.00 0.02	 8.06 
403.00 0.04­	 16. :'2 
403.00 0.25 :04.78 
4C3.CC 0.82 330.4E 
403.00 0.82 330.46 
403.0C 0.82 330.4E 
to abort)=ont~nueress a:;y 
(CTRL-E to abort; 
~or;n C; Average Annual Habitat Units	 Date: bS/:2/:992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS
 
Actic~: PA 5 (wit~ ;:rcJect:) WORST CASE NO. 2
 
Period of A~alysis: 100
 
Sva:~at~cn Spec~es: 9 S. SHAD AAHU's: 279.73
 
.A.rea	 Habitat: Habitat 
.... -!=
...... ~abitat Suitabil ity Index 
.1 
n I1nc	 :4.60 w • ..., """ 
:340.00 0.50 904.00 
:340.00 C.60 804.00 
: c	 a.:5.00 0.50 249.00 
415.00	 c....60 249.00 
con 
->,J	 415.00 0.50 249.00 J100	 4:5.00 0.60 249.00 
ress a~y key to =ontinue '(CTRL-E to abort) 
J 
. "-- . 
Jress any key to continue (CTRL-E to abort; I
 
I
 
I
 
.~.,
'". 
.c. ..:..;~ .... ,: 
!=orm C: Average Annual Habitat Units !Jate: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUN:ER ~AKE REVISED AREAS 
Act~on: PA 5 (wit:!! projec::) WORST CASE ~O. 2 
Period of Analysis: 10~ 
~valuation Spec~es: 9 CHANNE~ CA: AAHU's: a.S.'J7 
II 
:a"ge:: Yea" Area Habitat Habita:: 
::Jf Habitat S~itability Index 
14. S~ 1 .4 C 
~340 .. CQ 0.68 911.20 
3 ~34C .. C~ C.66 884.40 
.• 
. v 
n a.15.00 0.00 a.oo 
I.
 
n ron
415.00 0.00 . ..,.; ........, 
/I 1 c:: n n 
.... _ .. \01 !wi 0.00 
4 1 c:: .n ". ,>,.j .. ~ .... C.CC 
ress any xey to cont~nue (CTR~-= ~o abor~) 
I
 'ress any key to continue (~TR~-E to abert;
 
( Average Annual Habitat ~nits !)ate: 05/12/1992 
Stu=y ~a~8: HUNTS~ ~AKE REVIS~D AREAS
 
Action: °A 5 (with project) WORST CASE ~O. 2
 
Period of Analysis: 1n"
( .lJv 
~valuation Species: • 
. 
ro
" CREEK CH~9 AAHU's: n .. nn'oJ.." _ 
I 
I 
.:~~ge"': Yea:- Ar'ee. Habita": Habita:: 
~.c ~abitat Suitability Index 1Jnits 
14. S·:; (j.04 C.58 
n nn n nro 
...., .. ft,J..., 'oJ .. ....,...., 
I 
0.00 
3 C.. C~ C .. QC 
1 n 
. v ~.ao 
c.oc C .. QC 
I . n nn ....... w V
 O.oc 
I
 ress any xey to continue (C:RL-~ to abort)
 
I 'ress any key-t·o cont-:nue (C:R~-E to abert; 
I
 
I
 
••• 
- .'... ' ....•{i·,:.~.Date: 05/~2/~992 'fl' 
r- . Average Annual Habitat UnitsForm '-' . 
Study Name: HUNTER 
Act4on: PA 5 
Period of Analysis: 
Svaluation Species: 
Targe": Yea~ 
1.V"
')C: 
<.~ 
sa 
~ess any ~ey ~c co~~~nue 
(C:R~-E to abort; 
i 
Qate: 05/~2/~992 
•II
,I
Average Annual Habitat Units~orm c: 
St~dy Name: H~~:ER 
Action: °A 5 
Period of Ana:ysis: 
Sva:uation Species: 
Ta;,ge:: Yea;, 
o 
, 'oJ",,'1"
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
WORST CASE NO. 2(with ;::lroJect) 
100 
•
AAHU's: 27. : 9 •~ 1 :... M. BASS 
~ab~ta":HabitatA':"'ea IJr;~tsSuitability Index:Jf Habitat 
~ .4 CC. 1C :4.60 536.008.40~34C.80 525.000.4C .,~34':.CC ~ .. ~C0.004~5.00 >"1C.OC 
•
_: 
O.OC4~5.0C ,., ,.,,, 
";~<oJ_C.OO4~5.00 o.00C.CO4~5.0C 
i
(C:RL-E to abert) 
:..AKE REVISED AREAS 
WORST CASE ~O. 2 r(with proJect) , 
:OC : 7 .47AAHU's: ~ 2 'tL SRAP? IE 
Area 
~f :-!abita"t 
~4.60 
:340.00 
; 3.4 C .. 8 C 
4:5.CC 
4~5.0C 
415.00 
4~5.0C 
Habita": -Habitat 
U~itsSuitability Index -~. 
,., 1" : .46. 
'W.. • ..... 
549.40c . 41 
268.000.20 0.000.00 C.CC I'C.OC ,J.\J'W" "n0.00
 
O.CO
 
abort)... ,... continue (C:RL-E
... ....,:-sss ar:y 
I····'.'.'
, 
! 
-
, 
­
~ 
I 
I 
--~.I ...,..

, 
APPENDIXH
 
FORM D DATA, NET CHANGE IN AAHUs,
 
HUNTER LAKE HEP STUDY 
87
 
:;5/'2/'592 
St~dy Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Action: PA 3 (with project) ~AKE/~ANAGED TERREST 
Compared To: PA 1 (without project) BASELINE 
-r-' Per i od of ana 1ysi s: 100 ­
",=va"1uat~or. Species AAHU's AAHU's ~et 
:::Q# Name Wit~- A::tio~ W':t~owt Actior. Change-
SHICKADEE '081.57 942.32 138.85 
2 :~RASHER 34.7C 0.52 34 . ~ 8 
:; GRAY SQUIRRE~ 578.'J2 399.55 178.48 
4 ~INK 1296.56 885.5C 4::.C5 
5 3. 9. HERON 49:90 89.28 -39.48 
e SOBWHI:E QUAIL 1173.48 1064.24 109.23 
'7 'NOOD auc!'< 285.13 50.30 234.82 
8 G. SHAD 798.65 O.OC 798.65 
9 CHANNEL CAT 1184.90 1.46 1183.44 
• f\ CREEK C~U9 C.DC 0.58 -0.58
.. , 
..". SASS 532.56 1 . 46 531.20 
: 2 W. CRAPPIE 545.98 1 .46 544.52 
• ·~o~m D: ~e~ Change in AAHU's ')ate: 05/12/1992 
St~dy Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISEa AREAS
 
A::tior.: PA 2 (with project) LAKE/NATU~AL SUCCESS
 
Compared To: ?A 1 (without ~roJect) 9ASELINE -

Period of analysis: 10C
 
Evaluation Species AAHLJ's AAHU's ~et 
ID# Name With A=tio;,: Without Action Change 
CHICKADEE 1~14.99 942.82 72. 17 
2 THRASHER 28.75 0.52 28.23 
3 3RAY SQUIRREL 453.97 399.55 54.42 
4 MINK 1284.56 885.50 399.06 
5 G. 8. HERON ~9.80 89.28 -39.48 
6 80BWH I:E QUAIL 782.56 1064.24 -281.68 
7 WOOD DUCK '"12.55 50.30 22.26 
8 G. SHAD '798.55 o.oe 798.55 
g CHANNEL CAT "":26.27 1 .46 1124.81 
• 
• f\ 
v CREEK ':HU8 c.c~ 0.58 -0.58 
I• • 
.." . SASS 532.55 1 . 46 531.20 
1 2 W. CRAPPIE 54:: . 98. 1 .46 544.52 
~._-"-. 
Corm D: Net Change ~n AA~U's	 :late: a5/~2/1992 
-
_. ~ Study Name: HUNTER 
.<\ct i on:' PA 4 
._Compared To: PA : 
,~eriod of ana1ysis: 
~ 
::valwation Species 
I D# Name 
CHICKADEE 
2 THRASHER 
3 G~AY SQUIRREL 
4 MINK 
S G. 8. !-iERON 
S BOBWHITE QUAI:'" 
7 WOOD DUCK 
8 G. SHAD 
9 C!-!ANNEL CAT 
...... 41 1 0~ ~ CREEK .... ; ....... i­
1 1 I ~. SASS 
1 
. <.
"l W. CRAPPI:: 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(with project) 
(withou~ p~oject) 
100 
AAHU's 
W-:th Act-:or. 
'081.57 
34.7~ 
589.86 
1290.86 
49.80 
~:71.08 
285.:3 
798.65 
879. 1 1 
~ .. CC 
532.55 
270.2~ 
in AAHU's 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS 
Act-:or.: 9A 5 (with project) 
Compa~ed To: PA 1 (without ~roject; 
0eriod of analysis: 100 
AAHU's,=va:L;a~-:on Spec~es 
ro# 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
., 
e 
9 
1 " 
1 1 
; 2 
WH': Act~o~Name 
~ OS: .. ~ 7C!-!!CKADEE 
34.70:!-!RAS!-!ER 
GRAY SqUIRREL 589.85 
~295.56MINK 
Q	 49.80G.	 .... ~ERON 
~ ~ 71 .n989WH~:E OUAI~ 
285.13
'.-1000 DUCK	 
279. .,..,G. SHAC	 ; ­
45.07C!-!A!'JNEL CAT 
'J.GCCREEK s~rJ~ 
~. SASS 27.19I
- . 17.47W. CRAPPIE 
':"AKE/WORST CASE 
BASELINE 
AAHU's 
W-:thOL;t Action 
942.82 
0.52 
399.55 
885.50 
89.28 
1064.24 
50.30 
O.CC 
1 .46 
0.58 
1 .46 
1 .46 
II 
"Jet IIChange 
138.85 
34 . ~ e II ~9C.32 
405.36 
-39.48
 
105.·83
 II 
234.82 
798.55 
877.65
 
-0.58
 II 
531.20 
268.74 II
 
II
 
~ate: 05/12/1992 
II 
WORST CASE NO. 2 
BASELINE II 
AAHU's '\let 
W-:thOL;~ Action Chan.ge II 
942.82 138.85 
0.52 34.18 
399.55 190.32 .11 
885.50 41 1 .06 
89.28 -39.48 
1064.24 105.83 
50.30 234.82 
0.00 279.73 •1 .46 43.51 
0.58 -0.58 II1 .46 25.73 
1 .46 16 .0" 
•
•
•
• 
~ 
:.iii 
Form 0: Net Change -!n AAHU's ;ate: :;5/:2/ ' 992 
"Study Na~e: 
Action: 
HUNTER 
PA 3 
LAKE REVISED AREAS 
(with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST 
~Compared To: PA 2 (with project) ~AKE/NATURAL SUCCESS 
.Period of analysis: 100 
" PA3 fAZ 
=valuat-!on Species 
ID# Name 
AAHU's 
Wit!; Act-!or. 
AAHU's 
Without Action 
'\let 
Change 
:081.67 1014.99 56.58
 
2 THRASHER
 
CHICKADEE 
34.7C 28.75 5.95
 
:; 8RAY SQUIRREL 578.02 463.97 1:4.06
 
4 MI:'IIK
 ~296.56 1284.56 : 2. ac 
5 8. 9. HERON 49.80 49.80 
390.9 ' 6 BOBWHITE QUAE.. 1173.48 782.56
 
7 WOOD DUCK 285.13 72.56 212.56
 
8 G. SHAD 798.65 798.65
 
9 CHANNEL CAT :184.90 1'"26.27 58.62
 
10 CREEK CHUB O.OC 0.00 C.CC 
1 1 L. ~. SASS 532.66 532.66 0.00
 
: 2 W. CRAPPIE 545.98 545.98 c.oo
 
. eOrT. D: Net Change in AAHU's Date: 05/12/1992 
Study Name: HUNTER LAKE REVISED AREAS
 
Action: PA 4 (with project) LAKE/WORST CASE
 
Compared To: PA 3 (with project) LAKE/MANAGED TERREST
 
0eriod of analysis: 100
 
~valuation Species AAHU's AAHU's "et
 
I D# Name With Actior. Without Actior. Cha:"lge
 
SHICKADEE :081.67 1081.67 0.00
 
2 THRASHER 34.70 34.7C ~.QC
 
3 GRAY SQUJRREL 589.86 578.02 .94
1 ~
 
4 MINK ~29C.86 1296.56 -5.70
 
5 G. 9. HERON 49.80 49.80 o.co
 
6 BOBWHITE QUAE.. 1171.08 1173.48 -2.40
 
7 ',0./000 DUCK 285.:3 " 285.13 ..,; ..,lJ
•
" "" 
8 G'. SHAD 798 .. 65 798.65 ~.CC
 
9 CHANNEL CAT 379.11 1184.90 -"-305.79
 
~ ~ CREEK CHUB c.c~ 0.00 c.oc
 r 
I~ 1 ~. SASS 532.56 532.66 ~.CC I 
12 W. CRAPPIE 2"70.2C 545.98 -275.7: 
1
 
Action: PA 5 (with project) WORS;- CASE ~O. 2 
....._.Compared To: PA 3 (with project:) ~AKE/~NAGED TERRES: 
?er~od of analysis: ~oo I 
.'. ~ -Jcorm~: ~et Sh~nge ~n AAHU's :::late: :51'21'992 
Study Name: HUNTER ~AKE REVISED AREAS 
,. 
=va'~at~on Species 
181* ~ame 
AAHU's ,A.AHU ' s ~et 
Shi;mge I 
2 
3 
SHIC!'<ADEE 
~HRASH=R 
GRAY SQ~1RRE~ 
"C8~.57 
34.712 
589.96 
~081.57 
34.7C 
578.C2 1 ; • 94 I 
.4 ~1~K ;295.56 1296.56 
5 
6 
3. '3. '-!ERON 
BOBWH1:E Q~AI~ 
49.80 
~171.C8 
49.80 
1173.48 -2.4C I 
7 'tJOOD DUCK 285.13 285.13 a.ClO 
8 
9 
11' 
G. SHA:J 
SHANNEL SAT 
CR=EK CHUB 
2'79.73 
~5.07 
798.65 
;184.90 
o.oe 
-518.93 
-;;39.93 
O.OC I 
~ 1· , Ill. 9ASS 27. 19 532.56 -505 ..48 
~2 W. SR.A,PP1E 17.4'7 545.98 -528.5" I 
• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
il 
,I 
.. III 
• 
